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Figure 5.11: Tomographic scan of the nucleon via the momentum space quark density function
⌧1;@ ⌘

"(G , Æ:) , Æ() , ⇠) defined in Eq. (5.27) at G = 0.1 and ⇠ = 2 GeV. Panels are for D and 3 quarks.
The variation of color in the plot is due to variation of replicas and illustrates the uncertainty of the
extraction. The nucleon polarization vector is along Ĥ-direction. The figures are from Ref. [371].

Figure 5.12: The density distribution ⌧0

?
" of an unpolarized quark with flavor 0 in a proton polarized

along the +H direction and moving towards the reader, as a function of (:G , :H) at &2 = 4 GeV2. The
figures are from Ref. [358].

Figure 5.13: The density distribution of an unpolarized up and down quarks using Sivers functions
from Ref. [18].

Cammarota, et al. (JAM), PRD 102 (2020).

Indeed, measurements at the EIC and
lattice calculations will have a high degree
of complementarity. For some quantities,
notably the x moments of unpolarized and
polarized quark distributions, a precise de-
termination will be possible both in experi-
ment and on the lattice. Using this to vali-
date the methods used in lattice calculations,
one will gain confidence in computing quan-
tities whose experimental determination is
very hard, such as generalized form factors.
Furthermore, one can gain insight into the
underlying dynamics by computing the same
quantities with values of the quark masses
that are not realized in nature, so as to reveal
the importance of these masses for specific
properties of the nucleon. On the other hand,
there are many aspects of hadron structure
beyond the reach of lattice computations, in
particular, the distribution and polarization
of quarks and gluons at small x, for which
collider measurements are our only source of
information.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic view of a parton with
longitudinal momentum fraction x and trans-
verse position bT in the proton.

Both impact parameter distributions
f(x, bT ) and transverse-momentum distri-
butions f(x,kT ) describe proton structure
in three dimensions, or more accurately in
2+ 1 dimensions (two transverse dimensions
in either configuration or momentum space,
along with one longitudinal dimension in mo-

mentum space). Note that in a fast-moving
proton, the transverse variables play very dif-
ferent roles than the longitudinal momen-
tum.

It is important to realize that f(x, bT )
and f(x,kT ) are not related to each other by
a Fourier transform (nevertheless it is com-
mon to denote both functions by the same
symbol f). Instead, f(x, bT ) and f(x,kT )
give complementary information about par-
tons, and both types of quantities can be
thought of as descendants of Wigner distri-
butions W (x, bT ,kT ) [8], which are used ex-
tensively in other branches of physics [9].
Although there is no known way to mea-
sure Wigner distributions for quarks and
gluons, they provide a unifying theoretical
framework for the di↵erent aspects of hadron
structure we have discussed. Figure 2.2
shows the connection between these di↵erent
aspects and the experimental possibilities to
explore them.

All parton distributions depend on a
scale which specifies the resolution at which
partons are resolved, and which in a given
scattering process is provided by a large mo-
mentum transfer. For many processes in
e+p collisions, the relevant hard scale is Q

2

(see the Sidebar on page 19). The evolution
equations that describe the scale dependence
of parton distributions provide an essential
tool, both for the validation of the theory
and for the extraction of parton distributions
from cross section data. They also allow one
to convert the distributions seen at high res-
olution to lower resolution scales, where con-
tact can be made with non-perturbative de-
scriptions of the proton.

An essential property of any particle is its
spin, and parton distributions can depend on
the polarization of both the parton and the
parent proton. The spin structure is particu-
larly rich for TMDs and GPDs because they
single out a direction in the transverse plane,
thus opening the way for studying correla-
tions between spin and kT or bT . Informa-
tion about transverse degrees of freedom is
essential to access orbital angular momen-
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Figure 3.1: The NNPDF3.1 NNLO PDFs, evaluated at µ2 = 10 GeV2 (left) and µ
2 = 104 GeV2 (right).

3.3 Parton distributions

We now inspect the baseline NNPDF3.1 parton distributions, and compare them to NNPDF3.0
and to MMHT14 [7], CT14 [6] and ABMP16 [8]. The NNLO NNPDF3.1 PDFs are displayed
in Fig. 3.1. It can be seen that although charm is now independently parametrized, it is still
known more precisely than the strange PDF. The most precisely determined PDF over most of
the experimentally accessible range of x is now the gluon, as will be discussed in more detail
below.

In Fig. 3.2 we show the distance between the NNPDF3.1 and NNPDF3.0 PDFs. According
to the definition of the distance given in Ref. [98], d ' 1 corresponds to statistically equivalent
sets. Comparing two sets with Nrep = 100 replicas, a distance of d ' 10 corresponds to a
di↵erence of one-sigma in units of the corresponding variance, both for central values and for
PDF uncertainties. For clarity only the distance between the total strangeness distributions
s
+ = s + s̄ is shown, rather than the strange and antistrange separately. We find important
di↵erences both at the level of central values and of PDF errors for all flavors and in the entire
range of x. The largest distance is found for charm, which is independently parametrized in
NNPDF3.1, while it was not in NNPDF3.0. Aside from this, the most significant distances are
seen in light quark distributions at large x and strangeness at medium x.

In Fig. 3.3 we compare the full set of NNPDF3.1 NNLO PDFs with NNPDF3.0. The
NNPDF3.1 gluon is slightly larger than its NNPDF3.0 counterpart in the x

⇠
< 0.03 region, while

it becomes smaller at larger x, with significantly reduced PDF errors. The NNPDF3.1 light
quarks and strangeness are larger than 3.0 at intermediate x, with the largest deviation seen
for the strange and antidown PDFs, while at both small and large x there is good agreement
between the two PDF determinations. The best-fit charm PDF of NNPDF3.1 is significantly

23
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TMDs of different spin structures
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with one soft scale to be sensitive to the confined motion and the spatial landscape of the
quarks and gluons inside the nucleon. Most importantly, theoretical advances over the past
decade have resulted in the development of a powerful transverse momentum dependent
(TMD) QCD factorization formalism that enables us to extract the 3-dimensional (3D) motion
of quarks and gluons inside a colliding nucleon. Information from these new and precise data
enables the determination of universal transverse momentum dependent parton distributions
(or simply, TMDs). With additional data from experiments around the world and the future
Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) [5], a much sharper and detailed picture of the nucleon’s internal
landscape will become available to shed light on the dynamics of confined quarks and gluons
that form the nucleon - the building block of our visible world.

In this TMD Handbook, we provide a modern introduction to the physics of transverse
momentum dependent distributions – the TMDs, which encode the quantum correlations
between hadron polarization and the motion and polarization of quarks and gluons inside
it, as sketched in Fig. 1.1. We cover the precise definition of these fundamental and univer-
sal TMDs and their properties, the TMD factorization formalisms to match these quantum
distributions to physical observables measured in high energy scattering experiments, and
phenomenological approaches for extracting them from precise experimental data. We intro-
duce new advances in ab initio lattice QCD (LQCD) calculations, as well as various model
calculations of the TMDs. We discuss what we can learn from the TMDs to understand better
how the dynamics of QCD determines the properties of the nucleon and its internal landscape.
This TMD handbook is a project of the TMD Collaboration – a Topical Collaboration in Nu-
clear Theory for the Coordinated Theoretical Approach to Transverse Momentum Dependent
Hadron Structure in QCD [https://sites.google.com/a/lbl.gov/tmdwiki/], supported by the
Office of Nuclear Physics of the U.S. Department of Energy.

Figure 1.1: Illustration of the mo-
mentum and spin variables probed
by TMD parton distributions.

In the rest of this Chapter, we provide an intuitive in-
troduction to the TMDs and their role in describing the
hadron’s internal structure, and the role of lattice QCD for
calculating these intrinsically non-perturbative but funda-
mental distribution functions. An outline for the material
in the remaining chapters of this handbook can be found in
Sec. 1.5.

1.1 Hadrons, Partons and QCD
The discovery of the neutron by Chadwick in 1932 her-

alded the strong interactions, as a force much stronger than
the electromagnetic Coulomb repulsion between the pro-
tons in a nucleus was needed to keep atomic nuclei to-
gether. In the twenty years following this discovery tremen-
dous progress was made in understanding the interactions
between two nucleons, however particle physics was still
rather simple with the only additions being the pions (�)
as expected from Yukawa theory and the muons (⇠) (“Who
ordered that?" [6]). In the next decade this simple state of affairs was blown apart by the
proliferate discovery of different particles, which led to the development of the eight-fold way
by Gell-Mann and Ne‘eman that put light hadrons and mesons into multiplets of flavor (*(3),

TMD Handbook, TMD Topical Collaboration, arXiv: 2304.03302.
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e.g., semi-inclusive DIS:

TMDs from global analyses
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Figure 2.16: Semi Inclusive Deep Inelastic Scattering process (SIDIS) in ✏⇤
? center of mass frame. The

plot is from Ref. [214], adapted to the notation used here.

and similarly for the form in Eq. (2.180b).
Finally, we remark that Higgs production at the LHC is dominated by perturbative⇤QCD ⌧

@) ⌧ <� , in which case one can relate the gluon TMD PDFs to collinear PDFs as discussed in
Sec. 2.8, supplemented by resummation of large logarithms as outlined in Chapter 4.
2.11.3 Polarized SIDIS cross section

We now consider Semi-Inclusive Deep-Inelastic Scattering (SIDIS),

✓ (;) + ?(%) ! ✓ (;0) + ⌘(%⌘) + - , (2.185)

where the incoming lepton (an electron, positron or muon) with momentum ; scatters off a
proton with momentum %, both of which can be polarized. One measures both the outgoing
lepton with momentum ;

0 and a hadron of type ⌘ (such as a pion or kaon) and momentum %⌘ ,
but is inclusive over any additional hadronic radiation -.

As in the case of polarized Drell-Yan discussed in Sec. 2.11.1, we are interested in mea-
suring angular correlations in order to extract correlations between the polarization of the
struck quark and the spin of the proton. This requires defining a reference frame in which to
specify angular measurements, which is commonly chosen according to the Trento conven-
tions [19]. In this frame, the spacelike momentum @ defines the I axis, which together with
the lepton momenta defines the (G , I)-plane, with respect to which all angles are defined. This
is illustrated in Fig. 2.16.

We are interested in measuring the momentum component %⌘) and azimuthal angle )⌘ of
the detected hadron in this frame. In addition, there is an azimuthal angle #; characterizing
the overall orientation of the lepton scattering plane around the incoming lepton direction. The
angle is calculated with respect to an arbitrary reference axis, which in the case of transversely
polarized targets is chosen to be the direction of the polarization vector () . In the DIS limit
#; ⇡ )(, where the latter is the azimuthal angle of the spin-vector of the struck hadron. These
observables are also illustrated in Fig. 2.16.

In the limit that & ⌧ <, ,/, the SIDIS process can be described in the single-photon
exchange approximation, and is characterized by 18 independent structure functions [125]. At
leading order in a 1/& expansion, only a subset of 8 structure functions contributes, and the

Kang, Prokudin, Sun and Yuan, PRD 93 (2016)

dσW

dxdydzhd2PhT
∼ ∫ d2bT eibT⋅PhT /z

l + p ⟶ l + h(Ph) + X , PhT ≪ Q

× fi/p(x, bT, Q, Q2) Dh/i(zh, bT, Q, Q2)

fi/p(x, bT, μ, ζ) = f pert
i/p (x, b*(bT), μ, ζ)

× ( ζ
Q2

0 )
gK(bT)/2

f NP
i/p (x, bT)

Collins-Soper kernel 
(Non-perturbative part)

Intrinsic TMD

Non-perturbative when  !bT ∼ 1/ΛQCDQ0 ∼ 1 GeV
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• Kinematic coverage of Drell-Yan and SIDIS experiments

TMDs from global analyses
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FIG. 3: The x vs. Q
2 coverage spanned by the experimental data considered in this analysis (see also Tab. II and

Tab. III).

Table II summarizes all the DY datasets included in our analysis. For some DY datasets the experimental
observable is given within a fiducial region. This means that kinematic cuts on transverse momentum pT ` and
pseudo–rapidity ⌘` of the single final-state leptons are enforced (values reported in the next–to–last column
of Tab. II). For more details we refer the reader to Ref. [7]. The second column of Tab. II reports, for each
experiment, the number of data points (Ndat) that survive the kinematic cuts. The total number of DY data
points considered in this work is 484. Note that for E605 and E288 at 400 GeV we have excluded the bin in
Q containing the ⌥ resonance (Q ' 9.5 GeV).

As can be seen in Tab. II, the cross sections are released in di↵erent forms: some of them are normalized to the
total (fiducial) cross section while others are not. When necessary, the required total cross section � is computed
using the code DYNNLO [35, 36] with the MMHT14 collinear PDF set, consistently with the perturbative order
of the di↵erential cross section (see also Tab. I). More precisely, the total cross section is computed at NLO for
NNLL accuracy, and NNLO for N3LL� accuracy. The values of the total cross sections at di↵erent orders can
be found in Table 3 of Ref. [7]. For the ATLAS dataset at 13 TeV, the value of the fiducial cross section is
694.3 pb at NLO and 707.3 pb at NNLO.

B. SIDIS

The identification of the TMD region in SIDIS is not a trivial task and may be subject to revision as new
data appears and the theoretical description is improved, as discussed in dedicated studies [38, 94, 95].

First of all, a cut in the virtuality Q of the exchanged photon is necessary to respect the condition Q � ⇤QCD

needed for perturbation theory to be applicable. In this way also mass corrections and higher twist corrections
can be neglected. In this work, we require that Q > 1.4 GeV. Studies of SIDIS in collinear kinematics employ
similar cuts [29, 96].

In order to restrict ourselves to the SIDIS current fragmentation region and interpret the observables in terms
of parton distribution and fragmentation functions, we apply a cut in the kinematic variable z by requiring
0.2 < z < 0.7. The lower limit is the same used in the study of collinear fragmentation functions [29, 96]. We
used a slightly more restrictive upper limit, to avoid contributions from exclusive channels and to focus on a
region where the collinear fragmentation functions have small relative uncertainties.

For what concerns the cut on transverse momentum, our baseline choice is

|PhT | < min
⇥
min[c1 Q, c2 zQ] + c3 GeV, zQ

⇤
, (54)

with fixed parameters c1 = 0.2, c2 = 0.5 and c3 = 0.3. This choice is more restrictive than a similar one made
in Ref. [5], but less restrictive than the one made in Ref. [22]. It allows for many data points with |PhT | ⌧ Q

but also with 0.2Q < |qT | < Q. In Sec. IV, we will discuss variations of the baseline SIDIS cut in Eq. (54) that
give phenomenological support to our choice.

As for the datasets included in the present analysis, the main di↵erence with Ref. [5] is that we include the
new release of COMPASS data [68]. In this dataset, the vector–boson contributions have been subtracted. For

SoLID coverage

A wide range of (x, Q2) is essential for extracting the intrinsic 
TMDs while sufficiently suppressing the power corrections.

MAP Collaboration, JHEP 10 (2022), arXiv: 2405.13833.
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Simulating partons on the Euclidean lattice?
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v=0	

v=c	

z + ct = 0
z − ct ≠ 0

PDFs can be defined from light-cone correlations

t → iτ

Time-dependence makes it impossible to calculate the PDFs directly on the 
Euclidean lattice. 🙁

O(iτ) ?→ O(t)f(x) = ∫
dξ−

2π
e−ixλ⟨P | ψ̄(ξ−)γ+W(ξ−,0)ψ(0) |P⟩

ξ− = (t − z)/ 2 : Wilson line that ensures SU(3) gauge invarianceW(ξ−,0)
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Large-Momentum Effective Theory (LaMET)
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Revisit Feynman’s parton picture in the infinite momentum frame

v=c	

v=0	 Simulating  ?  ✘⟨P = ∞ |O(t = 0) |P = ∞⟩

P ≪
2π
a

!

Nevertheless, it is possible to simulate a proton at large P:

z

t
pn

z/2�z/2

� �zp
2

�zp
2

z + ct = 0, z − ct ≠ 0 t = 0, z ≠ 0X. Ji, PRL 110 (2013)
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• Beam function:

Transverse Momentum Distributions (TMDs)
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• Soft function :
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Figure 2.1: Graphs of the Wilson line structure ,@(1⇠ , 0) of the unsubtracted TMD PDF 5
0 (u)
8/? (left) and

of , (1)) for the soft function (
0
=0=1

(right), defined in Eqs. (2.37) and (2.38). The Wilson lines (solid)
extend to infinity in the directions indicated. Adapted from [107].

Here the brackets [· · · ]� denote that the operators inside are considered with an additional
rapidity regulator �, where the details on methods for how this is done are left to Sec. 2.4
below. Note that by Poincaré invariance, the proton matrix element in Eq. (2.37) only depends
on the difference 1

⇠ � 0 = 1
⇠ of the positions of the quark fields. In parts of the literature,

the correlator is defined as #̄0
8
(0),@(0, 1⇠)✏

+

2 #0
8
(1⇠), which thus is related to our convention

by 1
⇠ ! �1⇠. In particular, this also reverses the sign in the Fourier transform.

In Eqs. (2.37) and (2.38) we have 1
⇠ = (0, 1�, b)), and the staple shaped Wilson lines

,@(1⇠, 0) and , (1)) are defined by products of straight line segments,

,@(1⇠, 0) = ,[0 ! �1=1 ! �1=1 + b) ! 1]
= ,=1

(1⇠;�1, 0),
1̂)

�
�1=1 ; 0, 1)

�
,=1

(0⇠; 0,�1) , (2.39)

, (1)) = ,[0 ! �1=1 ! �1=1 + b) ! b) ! �1=0 + b) ! �1=0 ! 0]
= ,=0

(1) ; 0,�1),=1
(1) ;�1, 0),

1̂)

(�1=1 ; 0, 1))
⇥,=1

(0; 0,�1),=0
(0;�1, 0),

1̂)

(�1=0 ; 1) , 0) , (2.40)

with 1̂
⇠
)
= 1

⇠
)
/1) . For later use we also define a generalized version of the first product of

Wilson lines, where we take G
⇠ = (0, G�, x)) and H

⇠ = (0, H�, y)) as the two endpoints,

,@(G⇠, H⇠) = ,[G ! �1=1 + G ! �1=1 + H ! H]
= ,=1

(G⇠;�1, 0),�̂

�
�1=

⇠
1
+ H

⇠
)
; 0, |x) � y) |

�
,=1

(H⇠; 0,�1) , (2.41)

and here �̂⇠ = (G) � H))⇠/|x) � y) |. Here the Wilson line along a generic path ✏ is defined by
the path-ordered exponential

,[✏] = % exp

�8 60

π
✏

dG⇠�20
⇠ (G) C2

�
, (2.42)

b⊥

t
z

tz

P

nbnb

Hadronic matrix element Vacuum matrix element

fi(x, bT, μ, ζ) = lim
ϵ→0

ZUV lim
τ→0

Bi

Sq

Collins-Soper scale: ζ = 2(xP+e−yn)2 Rapidity divergence regulator

n(2yn)

n2
b = 0

Rapidity : yB =
1
2

ln
n+

b

n−
b

= − ∞
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Rapidity divergences

nbnb

Hadronic matrix element Vacuum matrix element

fi(x, bT, μ, ζ) = lim
ϵ→0

ZUV lim
τ→0

Bi

Sq

Collins-Soper scale: ζ = 2(xP+e−yn)2 Rapidity divergence regulator

n(2yn)

n2
b = 0

Rapidity : yB =
1
2

ln
n+

b

n−
b

= − ∞
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• Beam function (Collins's scheme):

TMDs from LaMET

11

• Quasi beam function :

tz

TMD handbook 40

b

t

z

s

b-

T
s

Figure 2.1: Graphs of the Wilson line structure ,@(1⇠ , 0) of the unsubtracted TMD PDF 5
0 (u)
8/? (left) and

of , (1)) for the soft function (
0
=0=1

(right), defined in Eqs. (2.37) and (2.38). The Wilson lines (solid)
extend to infinity in the directions indicated. Adapted from [107].

Here the brackets [· · · ]� denote that the operators inside are considered with an additional
rapidity regulator �, where the details on methods for how this is done are left to Sec. 2.4
below. Note that by Poincaré invariance, the proton matrix element in Eq. (2.37) only depends
on the difference 1

⇠ � 0 = 1
⇠ of the positions of the quark fields. In parts of the literature,

the correlator is defined as #̄0
8
(0),@(0, 1⇠)✏

+

2 #0
8
(1⇠), which thus is related to our convention

by 1
⇠ ! �1⇠. In particular, this also reverses the sign in the Fourier transform.

In Eqs. (2.37) and (2.38) we have 1
⇠ = (0, 1�, b)), and the staple shaped Wilson lines

,@(1⇠, 0) and , (1)) are defined by products of straight line segments,

,@(1⇠, 0) = ,[0 ! �1=1 ! �1=1 + b) ! 1]
= ,=1

(1⇠;�1, 0),
1̂)

�
�1=1 ; 0, 1)

�
,=1

(0⇠; 0,�1) , (2.39)

, (1)) = ,[0 ! �1=1 ! �1=1 + b) ! b) ! �1=0 + b) ! �1=0 ! 0]
= ,=0

(1) ; 0,�1),=1
(1) ;�1, 0),

1̂)

(�1=1 ; 0, 1))
⇥,=1

(0; 0,�1),=0
(0;�1, 0),

1̂)

(�1=0 ; 1) , 0) , (2.40)

with 1̂
⇠
)
= 1

⇠
)
/1) . For later use we also define a generalized version of the first product of

Wilson lines, where we take G
⇠ = (0, G�, x)) and H

⇠ = (0, H�, y)) as the two endpoints,

,@(G⇠, H⇠) = ,[G ! �1=1 + G ! �1=1 + H ! H]
= ,=1

(G⇠;�1, 0),�̂

�
�1=

⇠
1
+ H

⇠
)
; 0, |x) � y) |

�
,=1

(H⇠; 0,�1) , (2.41)

and here �̂⇠ = (G) � H))⇠/|x) � y) |. Here the Wilson line along a generic path ✏ is defined by
the path-ordered exponential

,[✏] = % exp

�8 60

π
✏

dG⇠�20
⇠ (G) C2

�
, (2.42)

b⊥

t
z

q

q

bz

L

nb
Lorentz boost and L → ∞

Equal-time Wilson lines, directly 
calculable on the lattice🙂

nμ
b (yB) = (n+

b , n−
b , 0⃗⊥) = (−e2yB,1,0⃗⊥)

Spacelike but close-to-light-cone 
( ) Wilson lines, not 

calculable on the lattice ☹
yB → − ∞

Lightcone direction

Ebert, Schindler, Stewart and YZ, JHEP 04 (2022). 
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Soft factor
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= ⟨π(−P) | j1(bT)j2(0) |π(P)⟩

Pz≫mN= Sr(bT, μ)∫ dxdx′ H(x, x′ , μ)

F(bT, Pz)

× Φ†(x, bT, Pz, μ)Φ(x′ , bT, Pz, μ)

• Ji, Liu and Liu, NPB 955 (2020),  PLB 811 (2020); 
• Ji and Liu, PRD 105 (2022); 
• Deng, Wang and Zeng, JHEP 09 (2022).

Light-meson form factor:

H

CC

H

P ′P

S

t

j1

j2

b⊥

t
z

tz
nb(2yB) n(2yn) yn−yB→∞

⟶ Sr(bT, μ) e−2(yn−yB)γζ(bT,μ)

: quasi-TMD wave functionΦ(x, bT, Pz, μ)

Reduced soft 
factor

Collins-Soper 
kernel
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Factorization formula for the quasi-TMDs
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× f [s]
i/p (x, bT, μ, ζ)+𝒪[ 1

(xP̃zbT)2
,

Λ2
QCD

(xP̃z)2 ]

f̃ naive[s]
i/p (x, bT, μ, P̃z)

Sr(bT, μ)
= C(μ, xP̃z) exp[ 1

2
γζ(μ, bT)ln

(2xP̃z)2

ζ ]

• Ji, Sun, Xiong and Yuan, PRD91 (2015); 
• Ji, Jin, Yuan, Zhang and YZ, PRD99 (2019); 
• Ebert, Stewart, YZ, PRD99 (2019), JHEP09 (2019) 037; 
• Ji, Liu and Liu, NPB 955 (2020),  PLB 811 (2020); 
• Ebert, Schindler, Stewart and YZ, JHEP 09 (2020); 
• Vladimirov and Schäfer, PRD 101 (2020); 
• Ji, Liu, Schäfer and Yuan, PRD 103 (2021); 
• Ebert, Schindler, Stewart and YZ, JHEP 04, 178 (2022). 
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✴ Collins-Soper kernel; 

✴ Flavor separation; 

✴ Spin-dependence, e.g., Sivers function (single-spin asymmetry); 

✴ Full TMD kinematic dependence. 

✴ Twist-3 PDFs from small bT expansion of TMDs. 

✴ Higher-twist TMDs.

Factorization formula for the quasi-TMDs

14

× f [s]
i/p (x, bT, μ, ζ){1 + 𝒪[ 1

(xP̃zbT)2
,

Λ2
QCD

(xP̃z)2 ]}

f̃ naive[s]
i/p (x, bT, μ, P̃z)

Sr(bT, μ)
= C(μ, xP̃z) exp[ 1

2
γζ(μ, bT)ln

(2xP̃z)2

ζ ]

γζ(μ, bT) =
d

d ln P̃z
ln

f̃ naive[s]
i/p (x, bT, μ, P̃z)

C(μ, xP̃z)
f [s]
i/p(x, bT)

f [s′ ]
j/p (x, bT)

=
f̃ naive[s]

i/p (x, bT)

f̃ naive[s′ ]
j/p (x, bT)

Ji, Liu, Schäfer and Yuan, PRD 103 (2021).

Rodini and Vladimirov, JHEP 08 (2022).
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• Physical quark masses, large Lorentz boosts 
• Continuum limit with a = 0.15, 0.12, 0.09 fm 
• Controlled renormalization and Fourier transform 
• Next-to-next-to-leading logarithmic (NNLL) order

γζ(μ, bT) =
d

d ln P̃z
ln

f̃ naive[s]
i/p (x, bT, μ, P̃z)

C(μ, xP̃z)

Almost flat at moderate x, 
an important indicator of 
validity of factorization

• A. Avkhadiev, P. Shanahan, M. Wagman and YZ, Phys.Rev.D 108 (2023); 
• A. Avkhadiev, P. Shanahan, M. Wagman and YZ, Phys.Rev.Lett. 132 (2024).

13

FIG. 11. Examples of real parts of CS kernel estimators
“̂MS

� (bT , x, P z
1 , P z

2 , µ), computed with matching corrections at
LO (top panel) and uNNLL (bottom panel) accuracies as
described in Section III E, using bT = 0.48 fm and � = “4“5.
The black dashed lines enclose the region in x used to determine
the CS kernel. The notation nz = P z

1 /P z
2 displays momenta

in lattice units. Further examples are shown in Figs. 44–47 of
Appendix D.

paring to the LO estimate, where the matching correction
vanishes, it is clear that matching is a dominant source
of the imaginary part. As discussed in Section III D, the
imaginary part from the matching is attributed to bT -
dependent power corrections enhanced at small bT and
mitigated by uNLO and uNNLL corrections. Consistent
with this explanation, for small bT , Im

#
“̂MS

q,�

$
at uNLO and

uNNLL are reduced relative to all other orders of match-
ing; as bT increases and power corrections are suppressed,
they approach NLO and NNLL results, respectively. How-
ever, uNLO and uNNLL accuracies still do not lead to
values of Im

#
“̂MS

q,�

$
that are consistent with zero within

the accessible range of bT P z. This suggests that power
corrections beyond those that have been accounted for
by the unexpanded matching are relevant at the level of
precision of this calculation.

Since matching corrections with smallest expected
power corrections are given by uNNLL, this accuracy is
used for the final estimate of the CS kernel. Furthermore,
considering both the larger qualitative di�erence between

FIG. 12. CS kernel in bT space evaluated sepatately for each
momentum pair with LO (top panel) and uNNLL (bottom
panel) matching.

Im
#
“̂MS

q,�

$
for di�erent accuracies and momenta, as well as

the parametrically larger estimates of bT -dependent power
corrections compared to Re

#
“̂MS

q,�

$
, the central value of

the CS kernel is determined from fits to Re
#
“̂MS, uNNLL

q,�

$

while Im
#
“̂MS

q,�

$
is not treated as a direct source of sys-

tematic uncertainty. Finally, scale variation in resummed
corrections around µ0 = 2pz, with pz

œ {xP z, (1 ≠ x)P z
},

is not used to estimate the associated perturbative uncer-
tainties. This choice is motivated by the range of pz used
to determine the CS kernel, and in particular because
results at scales µ0/2 are sensitive to nonperturbative ef-
fects. The significance of higher-order perturbative e�ects
may instead be judged by comparing the final uNNLL
CS kernel determination to those obtained with other
accuracies, as shown in Fig. 13.

The final CS kernel results of this work are summarized
in Table II. These results are shown as a function of bT

and compared with phenomenological determinations of
the CS kernel in Fig. 15.

IV. OUTLOOK

This work presents a numerical determination of the
quark Collins-Soper kernel “MS

q (bT , µ = 2 GeV) in the
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4

dependent terms2. In practice, estimators for di�erent
{P z

1 , P z
2 } are largely consistent, and as such the data

is insu�cient to constrain momentum-dependent power
corrections.

Instead, the CS kernel on each ensemble is de-
termined as a bootstrap-level weighted average of
Re

#
“̂MS

� (bT , µ, x, P z
1 , P z

2 , a)
$

over � œ {“4“5, “3“5}, all
available combinations of {P z

1 , P z
2 }, and x œ [0.3, 0.7],

with weights proportional to the inverse variance, just
as done in Ref. [35]. These Pz-, �-, and x-averaged CS
kernel constraints, denoted “MS

q (bT , µ, a), should agree
with the CS kernel up to discretization e�ects. The results
(including a fit to a parameterization of the CS kernel
and the leading a/bT discretization e�ects, as discussed
in the next section), are shown in Fig. 2.

Additionally, an analogous analysis of
Im

#
“̂MS

� (bT , µ, x, P z
1 , P z

2 , a)
$

can be performed. As
the CS kernel is purely real, significant deviation of
the resulting numerical results from zero would provide
an indication of systematic uncertainties beyond those
that are quantified in this calculation. This analysis is
presented in the Supplementary Material. Including the
uNNLL matching of Ref. [35] and recent devlopments [82]
accounting for a linear infrared renormalon in the
imaginary part of the matching coe�cient for the
quasi-TMD WF, there is no evidence in the numerical
data for significant additional unconstrained systematic
uncertainties.

Parameterization: The Lattice QCD constraints on
the CS kernel are fit to the parameterization of Ref. [40],
with the addition of terms accounting for lattice discretiza-
tion e�ects proportional to a/bT , a2/b2

T :

“param.
q (bT , µ, a; BNP, c0, c1; k1, k2) = ≠2Dres(bú, µ)

≠ 2DNP(bT ; BNP, c0, c1) + k1
a

bT
+ k2

a2

b2
T

,
(6)

where3
Dres is the resummed leading power expression for

the CS kernel computed in the operator product expan-
sion, evolved to scale µ, and the parameterization of the
remaining nonperturbative piece is

DNP(bT ; BNP) = bT bú
5
c0 + c1 ln

3
bú

BNP

46
, (7)

2 Specifically such corrections would be proportional to terms
such as a/bT , a2/b2

T , 1
ln(P z

1 /P z
2 )

Ë
1

b2
T

(P z
1 )2 ≠ 1

b2
T

(P z
2 )2

È
,

�2

ln(P z
1 /P z

2 )

Ë
1

(P z
1 )2 ≠ 1

(P z
2 )2

È
, 1

ln(P z
1 /P z

2 )
#
a(P z

1 ≠ P z
2 )

$
,

1
ln(P z

1 /P z
2 )

#
a2(P z

1 )2 ≠ a2(P z
2 )

$
, . . .

3 Dres is given explicitly in the Supplementary Material.
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FIG. 2. [Upper] Averaged CS kernel estimators computed on
each ensemble, including a fit to a parameterization of the CS
kernel plus O(a/bT ) discretization e�ects, as described in the
text. The colored dashed curves correspond to “param

q (bT , µ, a),
with the best-fit values of (BNP, c0, c1, k1, k2) as described in
the text, at each corresponding value of a, while the solid black
curve shows the result at a = 0. [Lower] Lattice QCD con-
straints on the CS kernel, with O(a/bT ) artefacts subtracted
as defined in the text, and the best-fit parameterization of the
CS kernel fit to the lattice results shown as a solid black curve
with the 1‡ uncertainty band shown as a shaded red region.

and

bú(bT ; BNP) = bTÚ
1 + b2

T

B2
NP

. (8)

The expression of Eq. (6) is thus a three-parameter
(BNP, c0, c1) parameterization of the CS kernel, with an
additional two parameters (k1, k2) modeling lattice dis-
cretization e�ects.

The lattice QCD constraints on the CS kernel, for
each of the three values of a used in the numerical
calculations, are fit simultaneously to Eq. (6) to yield
(BNP, c0, c1, k1, k2). To diagnose overfitting, additional
fits are performed in which subsets of the model parame-
ters are held fixed at reference values, namely c1 = k1 =
k2 = 0 and BNP = 2 GeV, while others are optimized.
The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [83] is used to
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FIG. 3. Comparison of lattice QCD parameterization of
the CS kernel compared with phenomenological parameteriza-
tions [36–41] of experimental data (BLNY, SV19, Pavia19,
MAP22, ART23, IFY23), and perturbative results from
Refs. [84–86] (N3LL).

quantify the relative goodness-of-fit for models including
di�erent parameter subsets. The minimum AIC model is
found to be (c0, k1) with c1 = k2 = 0 and BNP = 2 GeV.
The corresponding fit results are

c0 = 0.032(12), k1 = 0.22(8), (9)

with a ‰2/dof = 0.39. These fit results, and the re-
sulting parameterization of the CS kernel, are shown
in Fig. 2. Overall fit quality is illustrated through the
comparison of “param

q (bT , µ, a = 0) with best-fit val-
ues for (BNP, c0, c1, k1, k2) with the lattice QCD results
where discretization e�ects have been subtracted, i.e.,
“MS

q (bT , µ) © “MS
q (bT , µ, a) ≠ k1(a/bT ) using the best-fit

results for k1.
These continuum-limit results are compared with phe-

nomenological parameterizations of experimental data
in Fig. 3. In particular, the parameterization used
in Ref. [37] corresponds to the AIC-preferred param-
eterization used here and leads to a consistent result
cSV19

0 = 0.043(11) with BSV19
NP = 1.9(2) GeV. The global

fits performed in Ref. [40] also give a consistent result,
cART23

0 = 0.037(6), though in that work c1 is also included
as a fit parameter.

Fits to other parameter subsets (c0, k2) and (c0, k1, k2)
give consistent results for c0 at 1‡ with uncertainties that
di�er by <

≥ 10%. The magnitudes of k1 and k2 range
from 0.1 - 0.3 in all cases, which suggests that the size of
discretization e�ects is consistent with naive dimensional
analysis. Fits including BNP or c1 as free parameters give
consistent results for c0 with larger uncertainties.

Other parameterizations for the nonperturbative func-
tion DNP(b) have been used in fits to experimental
data [36, 87], for example the BLNY parameterization
D

BLNY
NP (b) = g2b2 with free parameters g2 and BNP (which

enters Dres). Fits to this parameterization with BNP = 1.5
GeV lead to the result g2 = 0.085(26) with compara-

ble goodness-of-fit, ‰2/dof = 0.58, to the fits using the
parametrization of Eq. (7) described above. This is con-
sistent with the phenomenological fit results of Ref. [41],
which use the same value of BNP and find g2 = 0.053(24).
These lattice QCD constraints on the CS kernel are there-
fore not su�cient to establish a clear preference between
functional forms for DNP; however they do provide a signif-
icant preference for the recent fit results from Refs. [37, 39–
41] in comparison with Ref. [38] and especially with older
BLNY fit results [36] at large bT .

Summary: This work presents the first lattice QCD
calculation of the CS kernel with systematic control of
quark mass, operator renormalization, and discretization
e�ects. The results are used to constrain a ‘pure-theory’
parameterization of the CS kernel through a direct fit to
lattice QCD results for the first time. These lattice QCD
results for the CS kernel are consistent with the most
recent phenomenological results. This opens the door for
future first-principles QCD predictions of the CS kernel
beyond the region constrained by current experiments, as
well as joint fits to experimental data and lattice QCD
results. As more precise lattice QCD results are achieved
at larger values of bT in future calculations, this promises
to be increasingly valuable.
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• Physical quark masses, large Lorentz boosts 
• Continuum limit with a = 0.15, 0.12, 0.09 fm 
• Controlled renormalization and Fourier transform 
• Next-to-next-to-leading logarithmic (NNLL) order

γζ(μ, bT) =
d

d ln P̃z
ln

f̃ naive[s]
i/p (x, bT, μ, P̃z)

C(μ, xP̃z)

Nice agreement with 
phenomenology ☺

• A. Avkhadiev, P. Shanahan, M. Wagman and YZ, Phys.Rev.D 108 (2023); 
• A. Avkhadiev, P. Shanahan, M. Wagman and YZ, Phys.Rev.Lett. 132 (2024).
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4

dependent terms2. In practice, estimators for di�erent
{P z

1 , P z
2 } are largely consistent, and as such the data

is insu�cient to constrain momentum-dependent power
corrections.

Instead, the CS kernel on each ensemble is de-
termined as a bootstrap-level weighted average of
Re

#
“̂MS

� (bT , µ, x, P z
1 , P z

2 , a)
$

over � œ {“4“5, “3“5}, all
available combinations of {P z

1 , P z
2 }, and x œ [0.3, 0.7],

with weights proportional to the inverse variance, just
as done in Ref. [35]. These Pz-, �-, and x-averaged CS
kernel constraints, denoted “MS

q (bT , µ, a), should agree
with the CS kernel up to discretization e�ects. The results
(including a fit to a parameterization of the CS kernel
and the leading a/bT discretization e�ects, as discussed
in the next section), are shown in Fig. 2.

Additionally, an analogous analysis of
Im

#
“̂MS

� (bT , µ, x, P z
1 , P z

2 , a)
$

can be performed. As
the CS kernel is purely real, significant deviation of
the resulting numerical results from zero would provide
an indication of systematic uncertainties beyond those
that are quantified in this calculation. This analysis is
presented in the Supplementary Material. Including the
uNNLL matching of Ref. [35] and recent devlopments [82]
accounting for a linear infrared renormalon in the
imaginary part of the matching coe�cient for the
quasi-TMD WF, there is no evidence in the numerical
data for significant additional unconstrained systematic
uncertainties.

Parameterization: The Lattice QCD constraints on
the CS kernel are fit to the parameterization of Ref. [40],
with the addition of terms accounting for lattice discretiza-
tion e�ects proportional to a/bT , a2/b2

T :

“param.
q (bT , µ, a; BNP, c0, c1; k1, k2) = ≠2Dres(bú, µ)

≠ 2DNP(bT ; BNP, c0, c1) + k1
a

bT
+ k2

a2

b2
T

,
(6)

where3
Dres is the resummed leading power expression for

the CS kernel computed in the operator product expan-
sion, evolved to scale µ, and the parameterization of the
remaining nonperturbative piece is

DNP(bT ; BNP) = bT bú
5
c0 + c1 ln

3
bú

BNP

46
, (7)

2 Specifically such corrections would be proportional to terms
such as a/bT , a2/b2

T , 1
ln(P z

1 /P z
2 )

Ë
1

b2
T

(P z
1 )2 ≠ 1

b2
T

(P z
2 )2

È
,

�2

ln(P z
1 /P z

2 )

Ë
1

(P z
1 )2 ≠ 1

(P z
2 )2

È
, 1

ln(P z
1 /P z

2 )
#
a(P z

1 ≠ P z
2 )

$
,

1
ln(P z

1 /P z
2 )

#
a2(P z

1 )2 ≠ a2(P z
2 )

$
, . . .

3 Dres is given explicitly in the Supplementary Material.
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FIG. 2. [Upper] Averaged CS kernel estimators computed on
each ensemble, including a fit to a parameterization of the CS
kernel plus O(a/bT ) discretization e�ects, as described in the
text. The colored dashed curves correspond to “param

q (bT , µ, a),
with the best-fit values of (BNP, c0, c1, k1, k2) as described in
the text, at each corresponding value of a, while the solid black
curve shows the result at a = 0. [Lower] Lattice QCD con-
straints on the CS kernel, with O(a/bT ) artefacts subtracted
as defined in the text, and the best-fit parameterization of the
CS kernel fit to the lattice results shown as a solid black curve
with the 1‡ uncertainty band shown as a shaded red region.

and

bú(bT ; BNP) = bTÚ
1 + b2

T

B2
NP

. (8)

The expression of Eq. (6) is thus a three-parameter
(BNP, c0, c1) parameterization of the CS kernel, with an
additional two parameters (k1, k2) modeling lattice dis-
cretization e�ects.

The lattice QCD constraints on the CS kernel, for
each of the three values of a used in the numerical
calculations, are fit simultaneously to Eq. (6) to yield
(BNP, c0, c1, k1, k2). To diagnose overfitting, additional
fits are performed in which subsets of the model parame-
ters are held fixed at reference values, namely c1 = k1 =
k2 = 0 and BNP = 2 GeV, while others are optimized.
The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [83] is used to

2

II. QUASI TMDPDFS AND THE
COLLINS-SOPER KERNEL

The quark Collins-Soper kernel �q
⇣ (µ, bT ) can be com-

puted in lattice QCD from a ratio of nonsinglet quasi
TMDPDFs f̃TMD

ns
at di↵erent hadron momenta (taken in

the z-direction) P z
i � ⇤QCD [26, 27, 32]:

�q
⇣ (µ, bT ) =

1

ln(P z
1
/P z

2
)

⇥ ln
CTMD

ns
(µ, xP z

2
) f̃TMD

ns
(x,~bT , µ, P z

1
)

CTMD
ns

(µ, xP z
1
) f̃TMD

ns
(x,~bT , µ, P z

2
)

+ O

⇣ 1

(xP zbT )2
,

⇤2

QCD

(xP z)2

⌘
. (1)

The perturbative matching coe�cient CTMD
ns

relates
the quasi TMDPDFs, which are defined in terms of
Euclidean-space matrix elements as detailed below, to
the corresponding light-cone TMDPDFs through a fac-
torization theorem based on an expansion in powers of
the nucleon momentum [26, 27, 31, 32]. Additional non-
perturbative factors related to the soft sector [27, 30] can-
cel in the ratio; recently exploratory lattice QCD studies
of these factors have been performed [20, 22] following
the approach proposed in Refs. [31, 32]. The flavor non-
singlet unpolarized quark quasi TMDPDF is defined as
f̃TMD
ns

= f̃TMD
u � f̃TMD

d , where

f̃TMD

i

�
x,~bT , µ, P z

�
⌘ lim

a!0
⌘!1

Z
dbz

2⇡
e�ibz(xP z

)
Z

MS

�4�
(µ, bz, a)

⇥
P z

E~P

B̃�

i

�
bz,~bT , a, ⌘, P z

�
�̃S (bT , a, ⌘) . (2)

Here a denotes the lattice spacing, and E~P =
q

~P 2 + m2

h

where ~P = P z~ez is the hadron three-momentum and mh

is the hadron mass. The factor ZMS

�4�
(µ, bz, a), where � is

a Dirac matrix label, renormalizes the quasi TMDPDF
and matches it to the MS scheme at scale µ [18, 28, 34],
and the quasi soft factor �̃S [26, 27, 29, 30] and quasi
beam function B̃�

i are both calculable in lattice QCD.
Summation over � is implied, accounting for operator
mixing between quasi TMDPDFs with di↵erent Dirac
structures resulting from the breaking of rotational and
chiral symmetries in lattice QCD calculations [18, 34–
36]. Mixing with gluon operators is neglected in Eq. (2),
but cancels in the nonsinglet combination of quasi TMD-
PDFs. It should be noted that the choice of the Dirac
structure �4 in Eq. (2) is not unique; the quasi TMDPDF
with Dirac structure �3 can also be boosted onto �+ and
thus be matched to the spin-independent TMDPDF in
the infinite-momentum limit (in that case, the factor of
P z/E~P in Eq. (2) is replaced by 1). While the notation
is specialized to �4 for clarity throughout this exposition,
numerical results are presented for both choices of Dirac
structure in Sec. III.

T
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<latexit sha1_base64="rb1xwfCm1JXrS3VkxBb4utlrXlQ=">AAAB73icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXspuKeix4MVjBfsB7VqyabYNTbLbJCvUpX/CiwdFvPp3vPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdbye3sbm1vZPfLeztHxweFY9PWjpKFKFNEvFIdQKsKWeSNg0znHZiRbEIOG0H45u5336kSrNI3ptpTH2Bh5KFjGBjpc6k/PTQE8llv1hyK+4CaJ14GSlBhka/+NUbRCQRVBrCsdZdz42Nn2JlGOF0VuglmsaYjPGQdi2VWFDtp4t7Z+jCKgMURsqWNGih/p5IsdB6KgLbKbAZ6VVvLv7ndRMTXvspk3FiqCTLRWHCkYnQ/Hk0YIoSw6eWYKKYvRWREVaYGBtRwYbgrb68TlrViudWvLtaqV7N4sjDGZxDGTy4gjrcQgOaQIDDM7zCmzNxXpx352PZmnOymVP4A+fzB4fej5I=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rb1xwfCm1JXrS3VkxBb4utlrXlQ=">AAAB73icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXspuKeix4MVjBfsB7VqyabYNTbLbJCvUpX/CiwdFvPp3vPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdbye3sbm1vZPfLeztHxweFY9PWjpKFKFNEvFIdQKsKWeSNg0znHZiRbEIOG0H45u5336kSrNI3ptpTH2Bh5KFjGBjpc6k/PTQE8llv1hyK+4CaJ14GSlBhka/+NUbRCQRVBrCsdZdz42Nn2JlGOF0VuglmsaYjPGQdi2VWFDtp4t7Z+jCKgMURsqWNGih/p5IsdB6KgLbKbAZ6VVvLv7ndRMTXvspk3FiqCTLRWHCkYnQ/Hk0YIoSw6eWYKKYvRWREVaYGBtRwYbgrb68TlrViudWvLtaqV7N4sjDGZxDGTy4gjrcQgOaQIDDM7zCmzNxXpx352PZmnOymVP4A+fzB4fej5I=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rb1xwfCm1JXrS3VkxBb4utlrXlQ=">AAAB73icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXspuKeix4MVjBfsB7VqyabYNTbLbJCvUpX/CiwdFvPp3vPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdbye3sbm1vZPfLeztHxweFY9PWjpKFKFNEvFIdQKsKWeSNg0znHZiRbEIOG0H45u5336kSrNI3ptpTH2Bh5KFjGBjpc6k/PTQE8llv1hyK+4CaJ14GSlBhka/+NUbRCQRVBrCsdZdz42Nn2JlGOF0VuglmsaYjPGQdi2VWFDtp4t7Z+jCKgMURsqWNGih/p5IsdB6KgLbKbAZ6VVvLv7ndRMTXvspk3FiqCTLRWHCkYnQ/Hk0YIoSw6eWYKKYvRWREVaYGBtRwYbgrb68TlrViudWvLtaqV7N4sjDGZxDGTy4gjrcQgOaQIDDM7zCmzNxXpx352PZmnOymVP4A+fzB4fej5I=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rb1xwfCm1JXrS3VkxBb4utlrXlQ=">AAAB73icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXspuKeix4MVjBfsB7VqyabYNTbLbJCvUpX/CiwdFvPp3vPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdbye3sbm1vZPfLeztHxweFY9PWjpKFKFNEvFIdQKsKWeSNg0znHZiRbEIOG0H45u5336kSrNI3ptpTH2Bh5KFjGBjpc6k/PTQE8llv1hyK+4CaJ14GSlBhka/+NUbRCQRVBrCsdZdz42Nn2JlGOF0VuglmsaYjPGQdi2VWFDtp4t7Z+jCKgMURsqWNGih/p5IsdB6KgLbKbAZ6VVvLv7ndRMTXvspk3FiqCTLRWHCkYnQ/Hk0YIoSw6eWYKKYvRWREVaYGBtRwYbgrb68TlrViudWvLtaqV7N4sjDGZxDGTy4gjrcQgOaQIDDM7zCmzNxXpx352PZmnOymVP4A+fzB4fej5I=</latexit>

T
<latexit sha1_base64="OOhYNI0nY2sohpf2VHLcSi8ajP4=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48t9AvaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHhTx6k/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/ncLW9s7uXnG/dHB4dHxSPj3r6DhVDNssFrHqBVSj4BLbhhuBvUQhjQKB3WB6v/C7T6g0j2XLzBL0IzqWPOSMGis1W8Nyxa26S5BN4uWkAjkaw/LXYBSzNEJpmKBa9z03MX5GleFM4Lw0SDUmlE3pGPuWShqh9rPloXNyZZURCWNlSxqyVH9PZDTSehYFtjOiZqLXvYX4n9dPTVjzMy6T1KBkq0VhKoiJyeJrMuIKmREzSyhT3N5K2IQqyozNpmRD8NZf3iSdm6rnVr3mbaVey+MowgVcwjV4cAd1eIAGtIEBwjO8wpvz6Lw4787HqrXg5DPn8AfO5w+sp4zO</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OOhYNI0nY2sohpf2VHLcSi8ajP4=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48t9AvaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHhTx6k/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/ncLW9s7uXnG/dHB4dHxSPj3r6DhVDNssFrHqBVSj4BLbhhuBvUQhjQKB3WB6v/C7T6g0j2XLzBL0IzqWPOSMGis1W8Nyxa26S5BN4uWkAjkaw/LXYBSzNEJpmKBa9z03MX5GleFM4Lw0SDUmlE3pGPuWShqh9rPloXNyZZURCWNlSxqyVH9PZDTSehYFtjOiZqLXvYX4n9dPTVjzMy6T1KBkq0VhKoiJyeJrMuIKmREzSyhT3N5K2IQqyozNpmRD8NZf3iSdm6rnVr3mbaVey+MowgVcwjV4cAd1eIAGtIEBwjO8wpvz6Lw4787HqrXg5DPn8AfO5w+sp4zO</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OOhYNI0nY2sohpf2VHLcSi8ajP4=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48t9AvaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHhTx6k/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/ncLW9s7uXnG/dHB4dHxSPj3r6DhVDNssFrHqBVSj4BLbhhuBvUQhjQKB3WB6v/C7T6g0j2XLzBL0IzqWPOSMGis1W8Nyxa26S5BN4uWkAjkaw/LXYBSzNEJpmKBa9z03MX5GleFM4Lw0SDUmlE3pGPuWShqh9rPloXNyZZURCWNlSxqyVH9PZDTSehYFtjOiZqLXvYX4n9dPTVjzMy6T1KBkq0VhKoiJyeJrMuIKmREzSyhT3N5K2IQqyozNpmRD8NZf3iSdm6rnVr3mbaVey+MowgVcwjV4cAd1eIAGtIEBwjO8wpvz6Lw4787HqrXg5DPn8AfO5w+sp4zO</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OOhYNI0nY2sohpf2VHLcSi8ajP4=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48t9AvaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHhTx6k/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/ncLW9s7uXnG/dHB4dHxSPj3r6DhVDNssFrHqBVSj4BLbhhuBvUQhjQKB3WB6v/C7T6g0j2XLzBL0IzqWPOSMGis1W8Nyxa26S5BN4uWkAjkaw/LXYBSzNEJpmKBa9z03MX5GleFM4Lw0SDUmlE3pGPuWShqh9rPloXNyZZURCWNlSxqyVH9PZDTSehYFtjOiZqLXvYX4n9dPTVjzMy6T1KBkq0VhKoiJyeJrMuIKmREzSyhT3N5K2IQqyozNpmRD8NZf3iSdm6rnVr3mbaVey+MowgVcwjV4cAd1eIAGtIEBwjO8wpvz6Lw4787HqrXg5DPn8AfO5w+sp4zO</latexit>

z
<latexit sha1_base64="J9JDdHFBs2k0q4nHKrk08ded1lg=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQa+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKLSPJb3ZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip+TQoV9yquwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9YcxSyOUhgmqdc9zE+NnVBnOBM5K/VRjQtmEjrBnqaQRaj9bHDojF1YZkjBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRYDsjasZ61ZuL/3m91IQ1P+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqtTyOIpzBOVyCBzdQhztoQAsYIDzDK7w5D86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4A5j+M9A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J9JDdHFBs2k0q4nHKrk08ded1lg=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQa+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKLSPJb3ZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip+TQoV9yquwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9YcxSyOUhgmqdc9zE+NnVBnOBM5K/VRjQtmEjrBnqaQRaj9bHDojF1YZkjBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRYDsjasZ61ZuL/3m91IQ1P+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqtTyOIpzBOVyCBzdQhztoQAsYIDzDK7w5D86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4A5j+M9A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J9JDdHFBs2k0q4nHKrk08ded1lg=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQa+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKLSPJb3ZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip+TQoV9yquwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9YcxSyOUhgmqdc9zE+NnVBnOBM5K/VRjQtmEjrBnqaQRaj9bHDojF1YZkjBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRYDsjasZ61ZuL/3m91IQ1P+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqtTyOIpzBOVyCBzdQhztoQAsYIDzDK7w5D86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4A5j+M9A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J9JDdHFBs2k0q4nHKrk08ded1lg=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQa+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKLSPJb3ZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip+TQoV9yquwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9YcxSyOUhgmqdc9zE+NnVBnOBM5K/VRjQtmEjrBnqaQRaj9bHDojF1YZkjBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRYDsjasZ61ZuL/3m91IQ1P+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqtTyOIpzBOVyCBzdQhztoQAsYIDzDK7w5D86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4A5j+M9A==</latexit>

zµ + ⌘ẑ
<latexit sha1_base64="l7BQGQeACphDxUii4+oUOZa8OuY=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/Uj16CRZBEEoigj0WvHisYD+giWWz3bRLdzdhd6K0sT/FiwdFvPpLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPONLjut1VYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YP7PJhS8epIrRJYh6rTog15UzSJjDgtJMoikXIaTscXc/89gNVmsXyDsYJDQQeSBYxgsFIPbs8ufdFeu5TwP4QQzaZ9uyKW3XncFaJl5MKytHo2V9+PyapoBIIx1p3PTeBIMMKGOF0WvJTTRNMRnhAu4ZKLKgOsvnpU+fUKH0nipUpCc5c/T2RYaH1WISmU2AY6mVvJv7ndVOIakHGZJIClWSxKEq5A7Ezy8HpM0UJ8LEhmChmbnXIECtMwKRVMiF4yy+vktZF1XOr3u1lpV7L4yiiY3SCzpCHrlAd3aAGaiKCHtEzekVv1pP1Yr1bH4vWgpXPHKE/sD5/AJi5lC0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l7BQGQeACphDxUii4+oUOZa8OuY=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/Uj16CRZBEEoigj0WvHisYD+giWWz3bRLdzdhd6K0sT/FiwdFvPpLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPONLjut1VYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YP7PJhS8epIrRJYh6rTog15UzSJjDgtJMoikXIaTscXc/89gNVmsXyDsYJDQQeSBYxgsFIPbs8ufdFeu5TwP4QQzaZ9uyKW3XncFaJl5MKytHo2V9+PyapoBIIx1p3PTeBIMMKGOF0WvJTTRNMRnhAu4ZKLKgOsvnpU+fUKH0nipUpCc5c/T2RYaH1WISmU2AY6mVvJv7ndVOIakHGZJIClWSxKEq5A7Ezy8HpM0UJ8LEhmChmbnXIECtMwKRVMiF4yy+vktZF1XOr3u1lpV7L4yiiY3SCzpCHrlAd3aAGaiKCHtEzekVv1pP1Yr1bH4vWgpXPHKE/sD5/AJi5lC0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l7BQGQeACphDxUii4+oUOZa8OuY=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/Uj16CRZBEEoigj0WvHisYD+giWWz3bRLdzdhd6K0sT/FiwdFvPpLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPONLjut1VYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YP7PJhS8epIrRJYh6rTog15UzSJjDgtJMoikXIaTscXc/89gNVmsXyDsYJDQQeSBYxgsFIPbs8ufdFeu5TwP4QQzaZ9uyKW3XncFaJl5MKytHo2V9+PyapoBIIx1p3PTeBIMMKGOF0WvJTTRNMRnhAu4ZKLKgOsvnpU+fUKH0nipUpCc5c/T2RYaH1WISmU2AY6mVvJv7ndVOIakHGZJIClWSxKEq5A7Ezy8HpM0UJ8LEhmChmbnXIECtMwKRVMiF4yy+vktZF1XOr3u1lpV7L4yiiY3SCzpCHrlAd3aAGaiKCHtEzekVv1pP1Yr1bH4vWgpXPHKE/sD5/AJi5lC0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l7BQGQeACphDxUii4+oUOZa8OuY=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/Uj16CRZBEEoigj0WvHisYD+giWWz3bRLdzdhd6K0sT/FiwdFvPpLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPONLjut1VYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YP7PJhS8epIrRJYh6rTog15UzSJjDgtJMoikXIaTscXc/89gNVmsXyDsYJDQQeSBYxgsFIPbs8ufdFeu5TwP4QQzaZ9uyKW3XncFaJl5MKytHo2V9+PyapoBIIx1p3PTeBIMMKGOF0WvJTTRNMRnhAu4ZKLKgOsvnpU+fUKH0nipUpCc5c/T2RYaH1WISmU2AY6mVvJv7ndVOIakHGZJIClWSxKEq5A7Ezy8HpM0UJ8LEhmChmbnXIECtMwKRVMiF4yy+vktZF1XOr3u1lpV7L4yiiY3SCzpCHrlAd3aAGaiKCHtEzekVv1pP1Yr1bH4vWgpXPHKE/sD5/AJi5lC0=</latexit>

q(zµ + bµ)
<latexit sha1_base64="9ccAEjQZCVKopQ9CH3Q+l76steU=">AAACAnicbVBLSwMxGMzWV62vVU/iJViEilB2i6DHghePFewDumvJptk2NMmuSVaoS/HiX/HiQRGv/gpv/huz7R60dSBhmPmG5JsgZlRpx/m2CkvLK6trxfXSxubW9o69u9dSUSIxaeKIRbITIEUYFaSpqWakE0uCeMBIOxhdZn77nkhFI3GjxzHxORoIGlKMtJF69oEXGTtLp3eTysOtx5PTILtPenbZqTpTwEXi5qQMcjR69pfXj3DCidCYIaW6rhNrP0VSU8zIpOQlisQIj9CAdA0ViBPlp9MVJvDYKH0YRtIcoeFU/Z1IEVdqzAMzyZEeqnkvE//zuokOL/yUijjRRODZQ2HCoI5g1gfsU0mwZmNDEJbU/BXiIZIIa9NayZTgzq+8SFq1qutU3euzcr2W11EEh+AIVIALzkEdXIEGaAIMHsEzeAVv1pP1Yr1bH7PRgpVn9sEfWJ8/U5OXTg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9ccAEjQZCVKopQ9CH3Q+l76steU=">AAACAnicbVBLSwMxGMzWV62vVU/iJViEilB2i6DHghePFewDumvJptk2NMmuSVaoS/HiX/HiQRGv/gpv/huz7R60dSBhmPmG5JsgZlRpx/m2CkvLK6trxfXSxubW9o69u9dSUSIxaeKIRbITIEUYFaSpqWakE0uCeMBIOxhdZn77nkhFI3GjxzHxORoIGlKMtJF69oEXGTtLp3eTysOtx5PTILtPenbZqTpTwEXi5qQMcjR69pfXj3DCidCYIaW6rhNrP0VSU8zIpOQlisQIj9CAdA0ViBPlp9MVJvDYKH0YRtIcoeFU/Z1IEVdqzAMzyZEeqnkvE//zuokOL/yUijjRRODZQ2HCoI5g1gfsU0mwZmNDEJbU/BXiIZIIa9NayZTgzq+8SFq1qutU3euzcr2W11EEh+AIVIALzkEdXIEGaAIMHsEzeAVv1pP1Yr1bH7PRgpVn9sEfWJ8/U5OXTg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9ccAEjQZCVKopQ9CH3Q+l76steU=">AAACAnicbVBLSwMxGMzWV62vVU/iJViEilB2i6DHghePFewDumvJptk2NMmuSVaoS/HiX/HiQRGv/gpv/huz7R60dSBhmPmG5JsgZlRpx/m2CkvLK6trxfXSxubW9o69u9dSUSIxaeKIRbITIEUYFaSpqWakE0uCeMBIOxhdZn77nkhFI3GjxzHxORoIGlKMtJF69oEXGTtLp3eTysOtx5PTILtPenbZqTpTwEXi5qQMcjR69pfXj3DCidCYIaW6rhNrP0VSU8zIpOQlisQIj9CAdA0ViBPlp9MVJvDYKH0YRtIcoeFU/Z1IEVdqzAMzyZEeqnkvE//zuokOL/yUijjRRODZQ2HCoI5g1gfsU0mwZmNDEJbU/BXiIZIIa9NayZTgzq+8SFq1qutU3euzcr2W11EEh+AIVIALzkEdXIEGaAIMHsEzeAVv1pP1Yr1bH7PRgpVn9sEfWJ8/U5OXTg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9ccAEjQZCVKopQ9CH3Q+l76steU=">AAACAnicbVBLSwMxGMzWV62vVU/iJViEilB2i6DHghePFewDumvJptk2NMmuSVaoS/HiX/HiQRGv/gpv/huz7R60dSBhmPmG5JsgZlRpx/m2CkvLK6trxfXSxubW9o69u9dSUSIxaeKIRbITIEUYFaSpqWakE0uCeMBIOxhdZn77nkhFI3GjxzHxORoIGlKMtJF69oEXGTtLp3eTysOtx5PTILtPenbZqTpTwEXi5qQMcjR69pfXj3DCidCYIaW6rhNrP0VSU8zIpOQlisQIj9CAdA0ViBPlp9MVJvDYKH0YRtIcoeFU/Z1IEVdqzAMzyZEeqnkvE//zuokOL/yUijjRRODZQ2HCoI5g1gfsU0mwZmNDEJbU/BXiIZIIa9NayZTgzq+8SFq1qutU3euzcr2W11EEh+AIVIALzkEdXIEGaAIMHsEzeAVv1pP1Yr1bH7PRgpVn9sEfWJ8/U5OXTg==</latexit>

q(zµ)
<latexit sha1_base64="rb1xwfCm1JXrS3VkxBb4utlrXlQ=">AAAB73icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXspuKeix4MVjBfsB7VqyabYNTbLbJCvUpX/CiwdFvPp3vPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdbye3sbm1vZPfLeztHxweFY9PWjpKFKFNEvFIdQKsKWeSNg0znHZiRbEIOG0H45u5336kSrNI3ptpTH2Bh5KFjGBjpc6k/PTQE8llv1hyK+4CaJ14GSlBhka/+NUbRCQRVBrCsdZdz42Nn2JlGOF0VuglmsaYjPGQdi2VWFDtp4t7Z+jCKgMURsqWNGih/p5IsdB6KgLbKbAZ6VVvLv7ndRMTXvspk3FiqCTLRWHCkYnQ/Hk0YIoSw6eWYKKYvRWREVaYGBtRwYbgrb68TlrViudWvLtaqV7N4sjDGZxDGTy4gjrcQgOaQIDDM7zCmzNxXpx352PZmnOymVP4A+fzB4fej5I=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rb1xwfCm1JXrS3VkxBb4utlrXlQ=">AAAB73icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXspuKeix4MVjBfsB7VqyabYNTbLbJCvUpX/CiwdFvPp3vPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdbye3sbm1vZPfLeztHxweFY9PWjpKFKFNEvFIdQKsKWeSNg0znHZiRbEIOG0H45u5336kSrNI3ptpTH2Bh5KFjGBjpc6k/PTQE8llv1hyK+4CaJ14GSlBhka/+NUbRCQRVBrCsdZdz42Nn2JlGOF0VuglmsaYjPGQdi2VWFDtp4t7Z+jCKgMURsqWNGih/p5IsdB6KgLbKbAZ6VVvLv7ndRMTXvspk3FiqCTLRWHCkYnQ/Hk0YIoSw6eWYKKYvRWREVaYGBtRwYbgrb68TlrViudWvLtaqV7N4sjDGZxDGTy4gjrcQgOaQIDDM7zCmzNxXpx352PZmnOymVP4A+fzB4fej5I=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rb1xwfCm1JXrS3VkxBb4utlrXlQ=">AAAB73icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXspuKeix4MVjBfsB7VqyabYNTbLbJCvUpX/CiwdFvPp3vPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdbye3sbm1vZPfLeztHxweFY9PWjpKFKFNEvFIdQKsKWeSNg0znHZiRbEIOG0H45u5336kSrNI3ptpTH2Bh5KFjGBjpc6k/PTQE8llv1hyK+4CaJ14GSlBhka/+NUbRCQRVBrCsdZdz42Nn2JlGOF0VuglmsaYjPGQdi2VWFDtp4t7Z+jCKgMURsqWNGih/p5IsdB6KgLbKbAZ6VVvLv7ndRMTXvspk3FiqCTLRWHCkYnQ/Hk0YIoSw6eWYKKYvRWREVaYGBtRwYbgrb68TlrViudWvLtaqV7N4sjDGZxDGTy4gjrcQgOaQIDDM7zCmzNxXpx352PZmnOymVP4A+fzB4fej5I=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rb1xwfCm1JXrS3VkxBb4utlrXlQ=">AAAB73icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXspuKeix4MVjBfsB7VqyabYNTbLbJCvUpX/CiwdFvPp3vPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdbye3sbm1vZPfLeztHxweFY9PWjpKFKFNEvFIdQKsKWeSNg0znHZiRbEIOG0H45u5336kSrNI3ptpTH2Bh5KFjGBjpc6k/PTQE8llv1hyK+4CaJ14GSlBhka/+NUbRCQRVBrCsdZdz42Nn2JlGOF0VuglmsaYjPGQdi2VWFDtp4t7Z+jCKgMURsqWNGih/p5IsdB6KgLbKbAZ6VVvLv7ndRMTXvspk3FiqCTLRWHCkYnQ/Hk0YIoSw6eWYKKYvRWREVaYGBtRwYbgrb68TlrViudWvLtaqV7N4sjDGZxDGTy4gjrcQgOaQIDDM7zCmzNxXpx352PZmnOymVP4A+fzB4fej5I=</latexit>

qi(z
µ + bµ)

<latexit sha1_base64="oTdLzm95PLrngoYna2KElOMQITk=">AAACBHicbVBLSwMxGMzWV62vVY+9LBahIpRdEfRY9OKxgn1Aty7ZNNuG5rEmWaEuPXjxr3jxoIhXf4Q3/43Zdg/aOpAwzHxD8k0YU6K0635bhaXlldW14nppY3Nre8fe3WspkUiEm0hQITshVJgSjpuaaIo7scSQhRS3w9Fl5rfvsVRE8Bs9jnGPwQEnEUFQGymwy74wdpZO7yYBqT7c+iw5DrP7KLArbs2dwlkkXk4qIEcjsL/8vkAJw1wjCpXqem6seymUmiCKJyU/UTiGaAQHuGsohwyrXjpdYuIcGqXvREKaw7UzVX8nUsiUGrPQTDKoh2rey8T/vG6io/NeSnicaMzR7KEooY4WTtaI0ycSI03HhkAkifmrg4ZQQqRNbyVTgje/8iJpndQ8t+Zdn1bqF3kdRVAGB6AKPHAG6uAKNEATIPAInsEreLOerBfr3fqYjRasPLMP/sD6/AHm05g6</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oTdLzm95PLrngoYna2KElOMQITk=">AAACBHicbVBLSwMxGMzWV62vVY+9LBahIpRdEfRY9OKxgn1Aty7ZNNuG5rEmWaEuPXjxr3jxoIhXf4Q3/43Zdg/aOpAwzHxD8k0YU6K0635bhaXlldW14nppY3Nre8fe3WspkUiEm0hQITshVJgSjpuaaIo7scSQhRS3w9Fl5rfvsVRE8Bs9jnGPwQEnEUFQGymwy74wdpZO7yYBqT7c+iw5DrP7KLArbs2dwlkkXk4qIEcjsL/8vkAJw1wjCpXqem6seymUmiCKJyU/UTiGaAQHuGsohwyrXjpdYuIcGqXvREKaw7UzVX8nUsiUGrPQTDKoh2rey8T/vG6io/NeSnicaMzR7KEooY4WTtaI0ycSI03HhkAkifmrg4ZQQqRNbyVTgje/8iJpndQ8t+Zdn1bqF3kdRVAGB6AKPHAG6uAKNEATIPAInsEreLOerBfr3fqYjRasPLMP/sD6/AHm05g6</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oTdLzm95PLrngoYna2KElOMQITk=">AAACBHicbVBLSwMxGMzWV62vVY+9LBahIpRdEfRY9OKxgn1Aty7ZNNuG5rEmWaEuPXjxr3jxoIhXf4Q3/43Zdg/aOpAwzHxD8k0YU6K0635bhaXlldW14nppY3Nre8fe3WspkUiEm0hQITshVJgSjpuaaIo7scSQhRS3w9Fl5rfvsVRE8Bs9jnGPwQEnEUFQGymwy74wdpZO7yYBqT7c+iw5DrP7KLArbs2dwlkkXk4qIEcjsL/8vkAJw1wjCpXqem6seymUmiCKJyU/UTiGaAQHuGsohwyrXjpdYuIcGqXvREKaw7UzVX8nUsiUGrPQTDKoh2rey8T/vG6io/NeSnicaMzR7KEooY4WTtaI0ycSI03HhkAkifmrg4ZQQqRNbyVTgje/8iJpndQ8t+Zdn1bqF3kdRVAGB6AKPHAG6uAKNEATIPAInsEreLOerBfr3fqYjRasPLMP/sD6/AHm05g6</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oTdLzm95PLrngoYna2KElOMQITk=">AAACBHicbVBLSwMxGMzWV62vVY+9LBahIpRdEfRY9OKxgn1Aty7ZNNuG5rEmWaEuPXjxr3jxoIhXf4Q3/43Zdg/aOpAwzHxD8k0YU6K0635bhaXlldW14nppY3Nre8fe3WspkUiEm0hQITshVJgSjpuaaIo7scSQhRS3w9Fl5rfvsVRE8Bs9jnGPwQEnEUFQGymwy74wdpZO7yYBqT7c+iw5DrP7KLArbs2dwlkkXk4qIEcjsL/8vkAJw1wjCpXqem6seymUmiCKJyU/UTiGaAQHuGsohwyrXjpdYuIcGqXvREKaw7UzVX8nUsiUGrPQTDKoh2rey8T/vG6io/NeSnicaMzR7KEooY4WTtaI0ycSI03HhkAkifmrg4ZQQqRNbyVTgje/8iJpndQ8t+Zdn1bqF3kdRVAGB6AKPHAG6uAKNEATIPAInsEreLOerBfr3fqYjRasPLMP/sD6/AHm05g6</latexit>

T
<latexit sha1_base64="OOhYNI0nY2sohpf2VHLcSi8ajP4=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48t9AvaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHhTx6k/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/ncLW9s7uXnG/dHB4dHxSPj3r6DhVDNssFrHqBVSj4BLbhhuBvUQhjQKB3WB6v/C7T6g0j2XLzBL0IzqWPOSMGis1W8Nyxa26S5BN4uWkAjkaw/LXYBSzNEJpmKBa9z03MX5GleFM4Lw0SDUmlE3pGPuWShqh9rPloXNyZZURCWNlSxqyVH9PZDTSehYFtjOiZqLXvYX4n9dPTVjzMy6T1KBkq0VhKoiJyeJrMuIKmREzSyhT3N5K2IQqyozNpmRD8NZf3iSdm6rnVr3mbaVey+MowgVcwjV4cAd1eIAGtIEBwjO8wpvz6Lw4787HqrXg5DPn8AfO5w+sp4zO</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OOhYNI0nY2sohpf2VHLcSi8ajP4=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48t9AvaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHhTx6k/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/ncLW9s7uXnG/dHB4dHxSPj3r6DhVDNssFrHqBVSj4BLbhhuBvUQhjQKB3WB6v/C7T6g0j2XLzBL0IzqWPOSMGis1W8Nyxa26S5BN4uWkAjkaw/LXYBSzNEJpmKBa9z03MX5GleFM4Lw0SDUmlE3pGPuWShqh9rPloXNyZZURCWNlSxqyVH9PZDTSehYFtjOiZqLXvYX4n9dPTVjzMy6T1KBkq0VhKoiJyeJrMuIKmREzSyhT3N5K2IQqyozNpmRD8NZf3iSdm6rnVr3mbaVey+MowgVcwjV4cAd1eIAGtIEBwjO8wpvz6Lw4787HqrXg5DPn8AfO5w+sp4zO</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OOhYNI0nY2sohpf2VHLcSi8ajP4=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48t9AvaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHhTx6k/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/ncLW9s7uXnG/dHB4dHxSPj3r6DhVDNssFrHqBVSj4BLbhhuBvUQhjQKB3WB6v/C7T6g0j2XLzBL0IzqWPOSMGis1W8Nyxa26S5BN4uWkAjkaw/LXYBSzNEJpmKBa9z03MX5GleFM4Lw0SDUmlE3pGPuWShqh9rPloXNyZZURCWNlSxqyVH9PZDTSehYFtjOiZqLXvYX4n9dPTVjzMy6T1KBkq0VhKoiJyeJrMuIKmREzSyhT3N5K2IQqyozNpmRD8NZf3iSdm6rnVr3mbaVey+MowgVcwjV4cAd1eIAGtIEBwjO8wpvz6Lw4787HqrXg5DPn8AfO5w+sp4zO</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OOhYNI0nY2sohpf2VHLcSi8ajP4=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48t9AvaUDbbSbt2swm7G6GE/gIvHhTx6k/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/ncLW9s7uXnG/dHB4dHxSPj3r6DhVDNssFrHqBVSj4BLbhhuBvUQhjQKB3WB6v/C7T6g0j2XLzBL0IzqWPOSMGis1W8Nyxa26S5BN4uWkAjkaw/LXYBSzNEJpmKBa9z03MX5GleFM4Lw0SDUmlE3pGPuWShqh9rPloXNyZZURCWNlSxqyVH9PZDTSehYFtjOiZqLXvYX4n9dPTVjzMy6T1KBkq0VhKoiJyeJrMuIKmREzSyhT3N5K2IQqyozNpmRD8NZf3iSdm6rnVr3mbaVey+MowgVcwjV4cAd1eIAGtIEBwjO8wpvz6Lw4787HqrXg5DPn8AfO5w+sp4zO</latexit>

z
<latexit sha1_base64="J9JDdHFBs2k0q4nHKrk08ded1lg=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQa+gu8eFDEq z/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKLSPJb3ZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip+TQoV9yquwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9YcxSyOUhgmqdc9zE+NnVBnOBM5K/VRjQtmEjrBnqaQRaj9bHDojF1YZkjBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRYDsjasZ61ZuL/3m91IQ1P+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqtTyOIpzBOVyCBzdQhztoQAsYIDzDK7w5D86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4A5j+M9A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J9JDdHFBs2k0q4nHKrk08ded1lg=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQa+gu8eFDEq z/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKLSPJb3ZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip+TQoV9yquwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9YcxSyOUhgmqdc9zE+NnVBnOBM5K/VRjQtmEjrBnqaQRaj9bHDojF1YZkjBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRYDsjasZ61ZuL/3m91IQ1P+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqtTyOIpzBOVyCBzdQhztoQAsYIDzDK7w5D86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4A5j+M9A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J9JDdHFBs2k0q4nHKrk08ded1lg=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQa+gu8eFDEq z/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKLSPJb3ZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip+TQoV9yquwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9YcxSyOUhgmqdc9zE+NnVBnOBM5K/VRjQtmEjrBnqaQRaj9bHDojF1YZkjBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRYDsjasZ61ZuL/3m91IQ1P+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqtTyOIpzBOVyCBzdQhztoQAsYIDzDK7w5D86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4A5j+M9A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="J9JDdHFBs2k0q4nHKrk08ded1lg=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQa+gu8eFDEq z/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKLSPJb3ZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip+TQoV9yquwBZJ15OKpCjMSh/9YcxSyOUhgmqdc9zE+NnVBnOBM5K/VRjQtmEjrBnqaQRaj9bHDojF1YZkjBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRYDsjasZ61ZuL/3m91IQ1P+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXlfqtTyOIpzBOVyCBzdQhztoQAsYIDzDK7w5D86L8+58LFsLTj5zCn/gfP4A5j+M9A==</latexit>

zµ + ⌘ẑ
<latexit sha1_base64="l7BQGQeACphDxUii4+oUOZa8OuY=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/Uj16CRZBEEoigj0WvHisYD+giWWz3bRLdzdhd6K0sT/FiwdFvPpLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPONLjut1VYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YP7PJhS8epIrRJYh6rTog15UzSJjDgtJMoikXIaTscXc/89gNVmsXyDsYJDQQeSBYxgsFIPbs8ufdFeu5TwP4QQzaZ9uyKW3XncFaJl5MKytHo2V9+PyapoBIIx1p3PTeBIMMKGOF0WvJTTRNMRnhAu4ZKLKgOsvnpU+fUKH0nipUpCc5c/T2RYaH1WISmU2AY6mVvJv7ndVOIakHGZJIClWSxKEq5A7Ezy8HpM0UJ8LEhmChmbnXIECtMwKRVMiF4yy+vktZF1XOr3u1lpV7L4yiiY3SCzpCHrlAd3aAGaiKCHtEzekVv1pP1Yr1bH4vWgpXPHKE/sD5/AJi5lC0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l7BQGQeACphDxUii4+oUOZa8OuY=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/Uj16CRZBEEoigj0WvHisYD+giWWz3bRLdzdhd6K0sT/FiwdFvPpLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPONLjut1VYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YP7PJhS8epIrRJYh6rTog15UzSJjDgtJMoikXIaTscXc/89gNVmsXyDsYJDQQeSBYxgsFIPbs8ufdFeu5TwP4QQzaZ9uyKW3XncFaJl5MKytHo2V9+PyapoBIIx1p3PTeBIMMKGOF0WvJTTRNMRnhAu4ZKLKgOsvnpU+fUKH0nipUpCc5c/T2RYaH1WISmU2AY6mVvJv7ndVOIakHGZJIClWSxKEq5A7Ezy8HpM0UJ8LEhmChmbnXIECtMwKRVMiF4yy+vktZF1XOr3u1lpV7L4yiiY3SCzpCHrlAd3aAGaiKCHtEzekVv1pP1Yr1bH4vWgpXPHKE/sD5/AJi5lC0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l7BQGQeACphDxUii4+oUOZa8OuY=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/Uj16CRZBEEoigj0WvHisYD+giWWz3bRLdzdhd6K0sT/FiwdFvPpLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPONLjut1VYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YP7PJhS8epIrRJYh6rTog15UzSJjDgtJMoikXIaTscXc/89gNVmsXyDsYJDQQeSBYxgsFIPbs8ufdFeu5TwP4QQzaZ9uyKW3XncFaJl5MKytHo2V9+PyapoBIIx1p3PTeBIMMKGOF0WvJTTRNMRnhAu4ZKLKgOsvnpU+fUKH0nipUpCc5c/T2RYaH1WISmU2AY6mVvJv7ndVOIakHGZJIClWSxKEq5A7Ezy8HpM0UJ8LEhmChmbnXIECtMwKRVMiF4yy+vktZF1XOr3u1lpV7L4yiiY3SCzpCHrlAd3aAGaiKCHtEzekVv1pP1Yr1bH4vWgpXPHKE/sD5/AJi5lC0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l7BQGQeACphDxUii4+oUOZa8OuY=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/Uj16CRZBEEoigj0WvHisYD+giWWz3bRLdzdhd6K0sT/FiwdFvPpLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPONLjut1VYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YP7PJhS8epIrRJYh6rTog15UzSJjDgtJMoikXIaTscXc/89gNVmsXyDsYJDQQeSBYxgsFIPbs8ufdFeu5TwP4QQzaZ9uyKW3XncFaJl5MKytHo2V9+PyapoBIIx1p3PTeBIMMKGOF0WvJTTRNMRnhAu4ZKLKgOsvnpU+fUKH0nipUpCc5c/T2RYaH1WISmU2AY6mVvJv7ndVOIakHGZJIClWSxKEq5A7Ezy8HpM0UJ8LEhmChmbnXIECtMwKRVMiF4yy+vktZF1XOr3u1lpV7L4yiiY3SCzpCHrlAd3aAGaiKCHtEzekVv1pP1Yr1bH4vWgpXPHKE/sD5/AJi5lC0=</latexit>

qi(z
µ)

<latexit sha1_base64="p3xAcpN+1A5kgo0d9tDQBBKNDyM=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXsquFPRY9OKxgv3Adi3ZNNuGJtk1yQp16b/w4kERr/4bb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzgpgzbVz328mtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t7xf2Dpo4SRWiDRDxS7QBrypmkDcMMp+1YUSwCTlvB6Grqtx6p0iySt2YcU1/ggWQhI9hY6e6hx8pP912RnPaKJbfizoCWiZeREmSo94pf3X5EEkGlIRxr3fHc2PgpVoYRTieFbqJpjMkID2jHUokF1X46u3iCTqzSR2GkbEmDZurviRQLrccisJ0Cm6Fe9Kbif14nMeGFnzIZJ4ZKMl8UJhyZCE3fR32mKDF8bAkmitlbERlihYmxIRVsCN7iy8ukeVbx3Ip3Uy3VLrM48nAEx1AGD86hBtdQhwYQkPAMr/DmaOfFeXc+5q05J5s5hD9wPn8ADIuQfg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="p3xAcpN+1A5kgo0d9tDQBBKNDyM=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXsquFPRY9OKxgv3Adi3ZNNuGJtk1yQp16b/w4kERr/4bb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzgpgzbVz328mtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t7xf2Dpo4SRWiDRDxS7QBrypmkDcMMp+1YUSwCTlvB6Grqtx6p0iySt2YcU1/ggWQhI9hY6e6hx8pP912RnPaKJbfizoCWiZeREmSo94pf3X5EEkGlIRxr3fHc2PgpVoYRTieFbqJpjMkID2jHUokF1X46u3iCTqzSR2GkbEmDZurviRQLrccisJ0Cm6Fe9Kbif14nMeGFnzIZJ4ZKMl8UJhyZCE3fR32mKDF8bAkmitlbERlihYmxIRVsCN7iy8ukeVbx3Ip3Uy3VLrM48nAEx1AGD86hBtdQhwYQkPAMr/DmaOfFeXc+5q05J5s5hD9wPn8ADIuQfg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="p3xAcpN+1A5kgo0d9tDQBBKNDyM=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXsquFPRY9OKxgv3Adi3ZNNuGJtk1yQp16b/w4kERr/4bb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzgpgzbVz328mtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t7xf2Dpo4SRWiDRDxS7QBrypmkDcMMp+1YUSwCTlvB6Grqtx6p0iySt2YcU1/ggWQhI9hY6e6hx8pP912RnPaKJbfizoCWiZeREmSo94pf3X5EEkGlIRxr3fHc2PgpVoYRTieFbqJpjMkID2jHUokF1X46u3iCTqzSR2GkbEmDZurviRQLrccisJ0Cm6Fe9Kbif14nMeGFnzIZJ4ZKMl8UJhyZCE3fR32mKDF8bAkmitlbERlihYmxIRVsCN7iy8ukeVbx3Ip3Uy3VLrM48nAEx1AGD86hBtdQhwYQkPAMr/DmaOfFeXc+5q05J5s5hD9wPn8ADIuQfg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="p3xAcpN+1A5kgo0d9tDQBBKNDyM=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahXsquFPRY9OKxgv3Adi3ZNNuGJtk1yQp16b/w4kERr/4bb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzgpgzbVz328mtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t7xf2Dpo4SRWiDRDxS7QBrypmkDcMMp+1YUSwCTlvB6Grqtx6p0iySt2YcU1/ggWQhI9hY6e6hx8pP912RnPaKJbfizoCWiZeREmSo94pf3X5EEkGlIRxr3fHc2PgpVoYRTieFbqJpjMkID2jHUokF1X46u3iCTqzSR2GkbEmDZurviRQLrccisJ0Cm6Fe9Kbif14nMeGFnzIZJ4ZKMl8UJhyZCE3fR32mKDF8bAkmitlbERlihYmxIRVsCN7iy8ukeVbx3Ip3Uy3VLrM48nAEx1AGD86hBtdQhwYQkPAMr/DmaOfFeXc+5q05J5s5hD9wPn8ADIuQfg==</latexit>

FIG. 1. Diagrammatic representation of the Wilson line in-
cluded in the operators Oi

�(b
µ, zµ, ⌘), see Eq. (4).

The quasi beam function B̃�

i is defined as the matrix el-
ement of a nonlocal quark bilinear operator with a staple-
shaped Wilson line in a boosted hadron state:

B̃�

i (bz,~bT , a, ⌘, P z) =
D
h(P z)

��Oi
�
(bµ, 0, ⌘)

��h(P z)
E

, (3)

where h(P z) denotes the state of hadron h with
four-momentum Pµ = (0, 0, P z, E~P ). The operator
O

i
�
(bµ, 0, ⌘), depicted in Fig. 1, is defined as

O
i
�
(bµ, zµ, ⌘) ⌘ q̄i(z

µ + bµ)
�

2
Wẑ(z

µ + bµ; ⌘ � bz)

⇥ W †

T (zµ + ⌘ẑ; bT )W †

ẑ (zµ; ⌘)qi(z
µ)

⌘ q̄i(z
µ + bµ)

�

2
fW (⌘; bµ; zµ)qi(z

µ), (4)

where bµ = (~bT , bz, 0), and W↵̂(xµ; ⌘) denotes a Wilson
line beginning at xµ with length ⌘ in the direction of ↵̂.
The subscript T denotes that the associated Wilson line
is in a direction transverse to ẑµ = (0, 0, 1, 0).

In practice, it is useful to define a dimensionless ‘bare’
nonsinglet quasi beam function:

Bbare

�
(bz,~bT , a, ⌘, P z) ⌘

1

2E~P

⇣
B̃�

u (bz,~bT , a, ⌘, P z)

�B̃�

d (bz,~bT , a, ⌘, P z)
⌘

, (5)

as well as a modified MS-renormalized quasi beam func-
tion BMS

�
[19]:

BMS

�4 (µ, bz,~bT , a, ⌘, P z) ⌘ ZMS

O�4�
(µ, bz, bR

T , a, ⌘)

⇥ R̃(bT , bR
T , a, ⌘)Bbare

�
(bz,~bT , a, ⌘, P z). (6)

Compared with the standard MS-renormalized quasi
beam function, this definition includes the additional fac-
tor R̃, described further below. The renormalization fac-
tor ZMS

O�4�
is defined as the product of a regularization-

independent momentum subtraction scheme (RI0/MOM)

factor ZRI
0/MOM

O�4�
and a perturbative matching factor to

the MS scheme, R
MS

O�4�
, which has been calculated at

next-to-leading order in continuum perturbation theory

Staple-shaped Wilson line

• A large staple (gauge link) induces large statistical noises, which becomes worse 
at larger ; 

• Complex operator mixings induced by the staple geometry; 

• Additional power correction of order , or equivalently , from the 
staple self energy, which has not been handled by renormalization so far.

bT

bz /bT 1/(xPzbT)

η ≫ {bz, bT}, xPz ≫ 1/bT

OΓ = ∑
Γ′ 

ZΓΓ′ OΓ′ 
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Lattice calculation of the soft function at NLO

18

M.-H. Chu, et al. (LPC), JHEP 08 (2023).

a = 0.121 fm,
mπ = 670 MeV,
Pz

max = 2.58 GeV

a = 0.098 fm,
mπ = 662 MeV,
Pz

max = 2.64 GeV
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Figure 10. The intrinsic soft functions obtained from the combination of F (�?) and F (�?�5) (see

Eq. (3.12)). The left panels are from ensemble a12m310 (MILC) while the right panels are from en-

semble X650 (CLS). The first row shows results using tree-level matching while the second row is for 1-loop

matching. The “�” and “+” sign in the legends indicates the direction of the quasi TMDWF used in the cal-

culation. The data points have been shifted horizontally for better visibility. Only statistical uncertainties

are shown.

In all cases the intrinsic soft functions obtained for X650 show stronger P z-dependence than those
for a12m310. When going from tree-level matching to 1-loop matching, the intrinsic soft functions
increase significantly for both ensembles, approaching the 1-loop perturbative values, especially at
small b?. Based on all these studies, we regard the results from 1-loop matching and �? + �?�5

combination as our final estimates of the intrinsic soft function, summarized in Fig. 11. Generally
speaking, the final intrinsic soft function on two ensembles show satisfactory agreement except at
small b? where lattice discretization e↵ects are the most significant.

4 Collins-Soper Kernel

The CS kernel describes the rapidity evolution of TMDWFs and TMDPDFs. Results containing
one-loop contributions were already calculated for a12m130 using quasi TMDWFs in the framework
of LaMET in [31] and were revisited in [32] on a12m310. In this section we provide the results for
X650 obtained in the same way. Here we use quasi TMDWF in “�” direction and use the 1-loop

– 13 –
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(x, bT) dependence of the unpolarized proton TMD

19
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This work
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FIG. 5. Our final results for isovector unpolarized TMDPDFs xf(x, b?, µ, ⇣) at renormalization scale µ = 2 GeV and rapidity
scale

p
⇣ = 2 GeV, extrapolated to physical pion mass 135 MeV and infinite momentum limit P z ! 1, compared with PV17

[6], MAPTMD22 [9], SV19 [7] and BHLSVZ22 [8] global fits (slashed bands). The colored bands denote our results with both
statistical and systematic uncertainties, the shaded grey regions imply the endpoint regions where LaMET predictions are not
reliable.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS

Renormalization

In order to renormalize the bare quasi-TMD matrix
elements, the square root of Wilson loop

p
ZE and loga-

rithmic divergence factor ZO need to be computed.
The Wilson loop ZE(r = 2L+z, b?, a) is defined as the

vacuum expectation of a rectangular shaped space-like
gauge links with size r⇥b?. It is introduced to eliminate
the linear divergence form as e��m̄r, which comes from
the self-energy corrections of the gauge link [28, 34], as
well as the pinch-pole singularity, which comes from the
heavy quark e↵ective potential term e�V (b?)L from the
interactions between the two Wilson lines along the z
direction in the staple link [20]. In practice, the signal
to noise ratio of ZE(r, b?, a) grows fast and is hardly
available at large r and/or b?. To address this, we fit the
e↵ective energies of Wilson loop, which denote the QCD
static potentials, and then extrapolate them at large r
and/or b? area, as in Ref. [27]. Numerical results of
Wilson loop are shown in the upper panel of Fig. 6.

Besides, the logarithmic divergences factor ZO can be
extracted from the zero-momentum bare matrix elements
h̃0
� (z, b?, 0, a, L). In order to keep the renormalized ma-

trix elements consistent with perturbation theory, ZO

should be determined with the condition:

ZO(1/a, µ,�) = lim
L!1

h̃0
� (z, b?, 0, a, L)p

ZE (2L+ z, b?, a)h̃MS
� (z, b?, µ)

(12)

in a specific window where z ⌧ ⇤�1
QCD so that the

perturbation theory works well. Here the perturbation
results have been evolved from the intrinsic physical
scale 2e��E/

p
z2 + b2? to MS scale µ via renormalization

group equation [44]. To preserve a good convergence of
the perturbation theory before and after RG evolution,
we choose the region where b? = a, z = 0 or a. More
discussions about RG evolution can be found in the fol-
lowing section. The numerical value for ZO in this work
is taken as 1.0622(87), of which the uncertainty is negli-
gible compared with other systematic uncertainties.

J.-C. He, M.-H. Chu, J. Hua et al., (LPC), arXiv: 2211.02340.

SV19: Scimemi and Vladimirov, JHEP 06 (2020) 
Pavia19: Bacchetta et al., JHEP 07 (2020). 
MAPTMD22: Bacchetta et al., JHEP 10 (2022). 
BHLSVZ22: Bury et al., JHEP 10 (2022).

a = 0.12 fm,
mπ = {310, 220} MeV,
Pz

max = 2.58 GeV
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• Overview of TMD physics 

•  Large-Momentum Effective Theory (LaMET) 
• Theoretical framework for lattice calculation 
• Collins-Soper kernel 
• Soft function and TMD PDF 

• New approach without Wilson lines 
• Coulomb-gauge quasi-TMD 
• Exploratory calculation of the Collins-Soper kernel 
• Preliminary results of helicity TMD PDF 

• Summary

Outline

20
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Universality in LaMET

21

Gauge-invariant 
bilinear

Current-current 
correlator

Free bilinear in a 
physical gauge

Light-cone 
bilinear

ψ̄(z)ΓW[z,0]ψ(0)

Jμ(z)Jν(0)

ψ̄(z)Γψ(0)
G(A)=0

G(A) = A0, Az, ∇ ⋅ A

ψ̄(ξ−)γ+W[ξ−,0]ψ(0)

ψ̄(ξ−)γ+ψ(0)
A+=0

Or

• Y. Hatta, X. Ji, and YZ, PRD 89 (2014); 
• X. Ji, Y.-S. Liu, Y. Liu, J.-H. Zhang and YZ, RMP 93 (2021).

• K. Liu and S. Dong, PRL 72 (1994); 
• Detmold and Lin, PRD 73 (2006); 
• Braun and Müller, EPJC 55 (2008); 
• A Chambers et al. (QCDSF), PRL 118 (2017) 
• Ma and Qiu, PRL 120 (2018).

X. Ji, Y.-S. Liu, Y. Liu, J.-H. Zhang and YZ, RMP 93 (2021).

For axial gauges, the linear divergences 
still appear in the quark self-energy 🙁
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Quasi-TMD in the Coulomb gauge

22

h̃(b⃗, ⃗P , μ) =
1

2Pt
⟨P | ψ̄(b⃗)γtψ(0)

∇⋅A=0
|P⟩

f̃(x, bT, Pz, μ) = Pz ∫
∞

−∞

dbz

2π
eixPzbz h̃(bz, bT, Pz, μ)

Pz

bz

Pz

bz

bT

Quasi-PDF Quasi-TMD

YZ, arXiv: 2311.01391.X. Gao, W.-Y. Liu and YZ, 
Phys.Rev.D 109 (2024)
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Quasi-TMD in the Coulomb gauge

23

h̃(b⃗, ⃗P , μ) =
1

2Pt
⟨P | ψ̄(b⃗)γtψ(0)

∇⋅A=0
|P⟩

B̃(x, bT, Pz, μ) = Pz ∫
∞

−∞

dbz

2π
eixPzbz h̃(bz, bT, Pz, μ)

P+

b−

P+

b−

bT

PDF TMD

✗ ✔

Parton distributions probe the correlation of energetic quarks and gluons 
dressed in the gauge background, which can be formulated by fixing a 

physical gauge condition.
G(A) = 0, G(A) = A0, Az, ∇ ⋅ A, A+
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Factorization formula

24

ζ = 2(xP+)2e−2yn

Collins-Soper scale

B̃(x, b⊥, μ, Pz)
S̃C(b⊥, μ, yn)

= |C(xP+/μ) |2 f(x, b⊥, μ, ζ) + O(λ2)

S̃C(b⊥, μ, yn) ≡
S0

C(b⊥, …)
S(b⊥, …, yn)

Quasi soft factor
Verified at 1-loop!

S0
C =

1
Nc

⟨0 |T [S†
n(b⊥)(Us

C)†(b⊥)Us
C(0)Sn(0)] |0⟩

Coulomb-gauge zero-
bin contribution

Soft function for 
physical TMD PDF

F(b⊥, Pz) = ⟨π(−P) | j1(b⊥)j2(0) |π(P)⟩

= ∫ dx1dx2 HF(x1, x2, Pz, μ)
ϕ(x1, b⊥, μ, Pz)

S̃C(b⊥, μ,0)
ϕ(x2, b⊥, μ, Pz)]

S̃C(b⊥, μ,0)

:  
Coulomb gauge quasi-

TMD wave function

ϕ(x, bT, μ, Pz)

Hard kernel: known at 1-loop
ϕ* = ϕ

Calculation from the same light-meson form factor:

✔
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• Significantly improved statistical 
precision, access to larger bT; 

• Absence of linear power divergence and 
multiplicative renormalization; 

• Access to larger off-axis momenta.

Advantages

25

⃗P = (0,Pz, Pz), b⃗ = (b⊥, bz, bz)
X. Gao, W.-Y. Liu and YZ, Phys.Rev.D 109 (2024) 

D. Bollweg, X. Gao, S. Mukherjee and YZ, 
Phys.Lett.B 852 (2024)

FIG. 1. R(ts; b?, bz, Pz) as a function of ts for nz = 8 and b? = 10a. The bands are results from

the two-state fits.

In Fig. 1, the ratios of our largest momentum nz = 8 at b? = 10a are shown as an example.

In the ts ! 1 limit, this ratio will reduce to h⌦|O�t�5 |0i/Z0 = E0�̃B/Z0 and gives the

bare quasi-TMDWF matrix elements �̃B(b?, bz, Pz, a). In practice, with finite ts we truncate

Eq. (10) and Eq. (11) up to Nst = 2 and extract the bare matrix elements through the

two-state fit. The fit results are shown as the bands in Fig. 1 which can nicely describe the

data point.

FIG. 2. The real (left) and imaginary (right) parts of the renormalized quasi-TMDWF matrix

elements at nz = 8 with b? = 2a, 6a, 8a for the CG (filled squared symbols) and GI cases (open

circled symbols).

The renormalization of CG quasi-TMD operator is straightforward. It involves only the

CG quark wave function renormalization, which is an overall multiplicative constant and

does not depend on the spatial separations b? and bz [69].

7
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• Nf=2+1 (chiral) domain-wall fermion configurations

• a=0.0836 fm, mπ=140 MeV, Pzmax=1.85 GeV.

Exploratory calculation of the Collins-Soper kernel

26
FIG. 3. Upper panels: CG quasi-TMDWFs at momentum nz 2 [4, 8] and b? = 2a, 8a, 10a. Lower

panels: CS kernel estimator �̂MS(x, b?, P1, P2, µ) derived from the ratio of the quasi-TMDWFs..

In contrast, the GI quasi-TMD operator defined in Eq. (1), though also subject to multi-

plicative renormalization, requires the removal of pinch pole singularities, cusp divergences,

and linear divergences associated with the Wilson line [61, 68, 79, 80]. This renormaliza-

tion is proportional to the total link length. In our implementation, the total length of the

staple-shape Wilson line is 2⌘ + b?, independent of bz.

Since the renormalization process solely involves the UV properties of operators and

is independent of the external hadron states, we use the renormalization group invariant

ratios [54]

�̃(b?, bz, Pz) =
�̃B(b?, bz, Pz, ⌘, a)

�̃B(b?, 0, 0, ⌘, a)
, (13)

without a↵ecting the x- and Pz�dependences of the quasi-TMDWF after Fourier transform.

The above ratio also may reduce some correlated uncertainties and eliminate some power

corrections. Thus, we also adopt the same procedure for the CG matrix elements, whose

renormalization is b? and ⌘ independent.

In Fig. 2, we show the renormalized matrix elements for our largest momentum, Pz = 1.85

GeV, and for b? = 2a, 6a and 8a, as a function of bz, for both CG (filled squared symbols) and

GI (open circled symbols) cases. The left panel and right panel show the real and imaginary

parts, respectively. It is evident that reasonable signal remains for the CG case even when

b? become large. In contrast, the signal-to-noise ratio of the GI matrix elements rapidly

8

FIG. 4. The CS kernel determined from the CG quasi-TMDWFs are shown as the black points

and patches, which represent the exclusion and inclusion of momentum pairs n1/n2 = 6/7 and

7/8, respectively. The results from GI quasi-TMDWFs calculated in this work are shown as the

blue points and patches. For comparison, the CS kernels from recent phenomenological parame-

terizations of experimental data are shown from MAP22 [26], ART23 [27], IFY23 [28] and HSO24

(E605) [29]. We also show the perturbative results (N3LL) from Ref. [81, 82], as well as a recent

lattice calculation (ASWZ24) from GI quasi-TMDWFs in the continuum limit with high statis-

tics [55].

the final result.

Our results agree with the N3LL perturbative prediction [81, 82] at the short distances

(b? . 0.4 fm). Beyond this point, the perturbative prediction becomes sensitive to the

Landau pole and, thereby, loses reliability.

Although our CS kernel from GI the case loses signal for b? & 0.4 fm, our CG results

continue to show very good signals at b? up to about 1 fm.

For comparisons, we show the most recent lattice QCD calculation (ASWZ24) from GI

quasi-TMDWFs in the continuum limit with high statistics [55]. Evidently, the results from

CG and GI case are consistent with each other, suggesting they fall into the same universality

class in the large Pz limit under the framework of LaMET.

Furthermore, our nonperturbative theoretical predictions of the CS kernel are in agree-

ment with the recent phenomenological parameterizations of experimental data, MAP22 [26],

ART23 [27], IFY23 [28], and HSO24 (E605) [29], which shows a near-linear b? dependence

in the nonperturbative regime as proposed in Ref. [83].

11

Nice plateau in x and 
convergence in Pz

Agreement with earlier method 
and recent global fits

D. Bollweg, X. Gao, S. Mukherjee and YZ, Phys.Lett.B 852 (2024)

Accessibility to deeper non-perturbative region!
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Preliminary results with the Coulomb-gauge method are encouraging:

Spin-dependent proton TMDs

27

summation fit, tsep 6~12, cut 2, unpolarizedsummation fit, tsep 6~12, cut 2, helicity

bz /a bz /a

u-d, unpolarized u-d, helicity

• Nf=2+1 HISQ fermion configurations with Wilson Clover fermion


• a=0.06 fm, mπ=300 MeV, Pzmax=3.0 GeV.

Image courtesy of Jinchen He and Xiang Gao.

Preliminary Preliminary
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No mixing between different spin structures or flavors:

Spin-dependent proton TMDs

28

f [s]
i/p(x, bT)

f [s′ ]
j/p (x, bT)

=
B̃[s]

i/p(x, bT, Pz)

B̃[s′ ]
j/p (x, bT, Pz)heli / unpol, bmix

heli / unpol, Pmix

Δu(x, bT) − Δd(x, bT)
u(x, bT) − d(x, bT)

Preliminary Preliminary

Δu(x, bT) − Δd(x, bT)
u(x, bT) − d(x, bT)

The bT dependence is very weak. 
Implication of flavor independence 
of intrinsic non-perturbative part?

The Pz dependence appears saturated 
at moderate x.
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Comparison with collinear PDF (nnpdf) ratio:

Spin-dependent proton TMDs

29

Δu(x) − Δd(x)
u(x) − d(x)heli / unpol: global fit v.s. lattice

heli / unpol: global fit v.s. lattice

Preliminary Preliminary

• Consistent with the PDF ratio within the moderate x region; 
• The helicity TMD PDF is about a factor of 1.0 to 1.4 to the unpolarized case.
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• The LaMET framework has enabled lattice QCD calculation of the TMDs;


• A state-of-the-art lattice calculation has been carried out for the lattice 
calculation of the Collins-Soper kernel, which has achieved sufficient 
precision to differentiate phenomenological fits;


• The CG approach does not require the use of Wilson lines, which can 
significantly reduce the statistical error, simplify the renormalization and 
access higher off-axis momenta;


• Exploratory calculation of the Collins-Soper kernel with the CG approach 
shows efficiency of the method. Preliminary results of the proton helicity 
TMDs have achieved comparable statistical precision as global fits of the PDF.


• The new approach has the potential to enable precise lattice calculation of 
TMD physics in the deep non-perturbative region.

Summary

30
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• Find the gauge transformation  
of link variables  that 
minimizes:


• Gribov copies correspond to 
different local extrema.


• Gauge-variant correlations may 
differ in different Gribov copies.


• However, the copies should 
contribute to the statistical noise 
if the algorithm randomly select 
the copies.

Ω
Ui(t, ⃗x)

Gauge fixing and Gribov copies

31

F[UΩ] =
1

9V ∑⃗
x

∑
i=1,2,3

[−re Tr UΩ
i (t, ⃗x)]

Precision ~ 10-7

Test of the Gribov copies effect 

For each configuration, obtain n daughter 
configurations that satisfy the criteria. 

“First it”: select the first daughter configuration. 

“Smallest f”: select the configuration with the 
lowest functional value. 

Measure the pion quasi-PDF matrix element.

J. He et al., work in preparation.
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• T-odd light-cone TMD:


• Coulomb-gauge quasi-TMD:

Transverse link and T-odd TMDs

32

h̃(b⃗, ⃗P , μ, ± ) =
1

2Pt
⟨P | ψ̄(b⃗)𝒲⊥(±∞ ̂z; b⊥,0⊥)γtψ(0)

∇⋅A=0
|P⟩

Quasi-TMD with a transverse link

Pz bz

bT

η ≫ bz, b⊥

P.V. prescription = anti-symmetric boundary condition Aμ
⊥(∞−) = − Aμ

⊥(−∞−)

Need a transverse link to define the T-odd TMDs

Contribution in a Feynman diagram:
e−i∞−k+

[k+]pv
= − iπδ(k+)

kze−i∞zkz

k2
z + k2

⊥

kz≫k⊥⟶ − iπδ(kz) ?

• Ji and Yuan, PLB 543 (2002) 
• Belitsky, Ji and Yuan, NPB 656 (2003)
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• Factorization formula can be derived using SCET as well.


• No linear power divergence.


• Mixing with gauge-variant operators. However, the number of 
mixings is finite under the constraint of SO(3) symmetry.


• Could be more susceptible to the Gribov noise, but it may still 
easily beat the statistical precision achieved with Wilson line 
operators.

Gluon TMDs

33
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• Known to be difficult due to non-covariant 
nature, but it is just one scale in massless 
integrals.


• No complete 2-loop result so far, even for the 
quark wave function renormalization.


• Linear renormalon in the matching coefficient.

• Corresponds to a linear power correction of order 

;


• However, strength of the renormalon is not easy to 
estimate. An NNLO calculation can offer a lot of insight.


• Lattice calculation of the Collins-Soper kernel suggests 
that the result converges in  quite well.

ΛQCD/Pz

Pz

High-order corrections

34

D. Bollweg, X. Gao, S. Mukherjee and YZ, 
Phys.Lett.B 852 (2024)

Y. Liu and Y. Su, JHEP 2024 (2024)


